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ABSTRACT 
Sooe Transport Properties of the Indium Antimonide Nickel Antimonide Eutectic System 
The eutectic InSb-NiSb system was found by Wilhelm and We i ss to contain 
undirectionally orient a t od inclus ion rods of NiSb i n a natri x of InSb . 
The Hall coefficient , el ectrical conductivity and magnetoresistance have 
been investi gated from 77°K to 6500K, while therno-electric power and thermal 
conductivity measur ement s have been plotted from 3200 K to 590oK, on samples cut 
so tha t the directiona l anisotropy could be examined . Of particular i nter es t, 
a sample orientated s o that the inclusion rods , current and magnet ic fi eld are 
mutually perpendicular chan('es its r es i stance by a factor 9 (at 7kg) at 3oo
o
K. 
o Measurements well above 300 K show a general convergence of properties , 
while well be low this tempera ture the samples become p-type , with electrical 
conductivity progressively falling . 
For rods parallel to the temperature gr adient the thermo-electric power 
o - I 0 0 -I 0 
decreases from l84fAV K a t 320 K to l5~fAV K at 600 K, whereas rods parallel 
o -I 
t o the temperature gr adient show a much sharper fall from 265;OV K to 
l5~VoK-' a t the same temperatures, a ccoopanied by ther mal conductivity values 
of l esser disparity . 
The size and distribution of the inclusions was probed by storeos can 
el ectron micros copy, givinG average dimensions of l ength 2. 20p, and 
diameter O. 72}J. 
The modifica tions in Hall eff ect and magnetoresi stnnce brought about by 
the inclusions can be expla i ned by comp~rison with simil ar val ues obtai nab l e 
from pure InSb samples of va rious geome tries , while the thermo-el ectric power 
and thermal conduct i vity can be explained by a mode l based on the n~ture of the 
inclusions . 
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CHAPTER 1 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1.1. Energy Bands in Solids 
The fact that many crystalline solids are good conductors 
of electricity enables them to be pictured as fairly regular 
matrices of atomic cores through which electrons may drift under 
1 
the influence of an applied electric field. The large number of 
interacting particles make an approximation process essential before 
wave mechanics can be used to account for the physical properties of 
the solids. 
An extensively used model is the "One Electron" approximation 
in which the field experienced by a given electron arises from the 
fixed atomic cores plus an averaged contribution produced by all the 
other electrons. 
On this basis two widely used theoretical approaches are 
founded. One starts with the properties of free atoms. which are 
relatively well known, and investigates the changes that ocour in 
these properties when the atoms are brought together. This is the 
Heitler-London approaoh and is most useful in dealing with low 
mobility solids. In suoh materials the eleotron is strongly 
influenced by partioular atomic cores and may be treated in terms ot 
localised wave functions. The alternative method, of more general 
application, is to idea lise the solid into a completely regular array 
of atomic cores and to assume that the electron belongs to the 
orystal as a whole, rather than any particular atomic oore . 
A useful criterion for selecting the right approaoh involves 
the d~ Broglie wavelength of a "thermal" eleotron. It this is smaller 
than, or oomparable to, the lattioe parameter the former approach 
should be used. If, however, the de Broglie wavelength is much 
2 
larger than the lattice parameter, the latter approach is 
preferable. 
The Heitler-London case deals with an electron moving in 
a hydrogen-like potential field, whereas in the other case two 
different types of potential field have been postulated by 
1 3 
Sommerfeld and Bloch. 
In Sommerfeld's "Free Electron" model, originally applied 
to metals, the electron was pictured as a plane wave moving freely 
through a constant potential field , with impenetrable walls at the 
crystal boundary . Solving Schrodinger's equation for such a 
potential shows that the electron takes on quantised energy values, 
proportional to the square of the permitted values of wave vector. 




In these equations n is the reduced value of Planck's constant, k 
is the wave vector of the electron of mass m, de Broglie 
wavelength ~ and momentum p. 
In contrast, Bloch pictured the electron moving through a 
perfeotly periodio potential produced by the regular arrangement of 
atomic cores of the orystal lattioe . The electron was then 
represented by a plane wave modulated by the periodicity of the 
lattice . Departures from perfection , such as grain boundaries, 
dislocations and foreign atoms, were then shown to be responsible 
for the electrical resistance of the material . 
The usa of periodically modulated wave functions (called 
Bloch functions) leads to two further extremely important results, 
namely, that allowod energy bonds exist, which are separated by 
forbidden re ions and that the functions E( k) are periodic in k. 
In order to locate the energy disoontinuities, the form of 
tho periodio otontial must be specified . For the present discussion 
:3 
the simple one dimensional array of potential wells first used by 
It 
Kronig and Penney serves this purpose . This is shown in Fig.1(a). 
The solution of Schrodinger's equation then shows that the 
wave vectors associated with the ener gy discontinuities are given 
by k = nrr a f or n = ±l, ±2, ±3 •.....•• 
these values of k defining the so called Brillouin Zones. The 
modification to the E - k curve brought about by using the Bloch 
model with a Kronig-Penney potential, in preference to the Sommerfeld 
model are illu trated in Figs . 1(b) and l(c). Since the energy is a 
periodic func tion of tho wave vector r epeating at intervals of 
2 Tr n/ a , II r educed w ve vector" energy band diagrams can be used as in 
Fig. 1 (c) • Thi s l so leads to the conclusion that the E - k curve 
must cut the zone boundaries normally. Consideration of the wave 
functions at tho odges of the Brillouin Zones shows that the electron 
waves suffer strong reflection, setting up stationary wave systems 
governed by the Bragg reflection condition. Electrons of the 
corresponding energies do not accur naturally in crystals and if they 
are introduced artificially, they are Bragg r eflected out of the 
crystal and oannot take part in oonduction processes . 
In bree dimensions the fundamental range ±if/a or 
1st Brillo in zono bocomos a polyhedI9n in k-space . The property of 
undergoing Br gg rofloction , commonl y shar ed by electrons and X-rays 
sug eats th t h symmetry of the orystal l att ice determines the shape 
of the Brillouin zon . It is n oGssary to draw E - k diagrams for 
8 e1fi d ory 110 aphio directions and their shapes are determined 
by tho tu of th 1 tt10e atoms and their proximities in the unit 
cell . structures ar e more complicated than 
that in Fl • 1(c). For example , more than one energy 
minim II18Y ex t in rmanium and s ilicon, or the width of the 
·Fig.l 
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forbidden band may vary with crystalline direction. The latter may 
result in the overall absence of a forbidden region as a consequence 
of overlapping energy bands. This frequently occurs in metallic 
substances, accounting for the metallic conduction of divalent 
elements . 
The number of electrons held by a given energy band may be 
estimated by considering the perturbation of the atomic levels of a 
single atom brought about by other atoms. In a single atom the 
allowed energy levels are discrete. As two similar atoms approach 
each energy level is split so that the binary system consists of 
two closely spaced energy levels which separate at closer distances 
of approach . Therefore, N well separated similar atoms coalescing 
to lattice parameter separations in forming a crystal, creat e N 
closely spaced energy levels in each energy band. Pauli's exclusion 
principle showed that each level can be occupied by two electrons of 
opposite spin, so that a full band contains 2N electrons . 
The uppermost filled energy band is labelled the "Valence 
Band" while the next higher energy band is called the "Conduction 
Band". 
1.1.2. Effe ctive Mass and Positive Holes . 
Bloch ' s model gives, to a good approximation, a spherically 
symmetrical minimum to the conduction band with 
E = flzk%. 
2m* 
This is similar to Sommerfeld's expression, with a different 
constant of proportionality. The electron behaves as if it has a 
mass m*, different to m, called the "Effective mass" of the electron. 
Simple analysis of the motion of the electron in an electric field 
shows that 
5 
whereas for the general case of non-spherical energy bands m* takes 
the form of a tensor . The interaction of the electron with the 
lattice is, however, clearly responsible for the difference between 
m and m* . 
In a full band electrical conduction is imposs ible since the 
electrons in the band cannot accept energy from an applied electric 
field as there are no neighbouring states of higher energy into which 
the electron may move . If , however, there is an unoccupied energy 
state in the band an electron can transfer to it and acquire a drift 
velocity from the electric field . Near the top of a full band the 
electron has a negative effective mass so tha t it moves in the direction 
of the applied electric field . The current which results is then 
equivalent to that obtained from a positively charged electron with a 
positive effective mass in the same electric field . Unoccupied energy 
states in almost filled energy bands are, therefore, termed positive 
holes . 
1. 1. 3. Metals. Insulators and Semiconductors . 
5 
The forgoing ideas were used by A. H. Wilson to make a clear 
distinction between different types of crystalline solids . 
An insulator is pictured as being composed of energy bands 
which are either completely full or completely empty at all 
temperatures up to the melting point . The bands are so remotely 
separated that inter-band transitions of carriers brought about by thermal 
means and governed by the Boltzmann factor may be practically 
neglected . 
A metal contains energy bands which are incompletely filled 
so that conduction can take place by the movement of electrons into 
higher energy states under the influence of an applied electric field , 
the number of conduction electrons remaining constant with increased 
temperature . 
6 
In semiconductors the valence band is separated fro~ the 
conduction band by an energy gap, Es, as in Fig.2 . Therefore, above 
absolute zero , a nunbor of carriers governed by the Boltzmann factor, 
exp(-E9/ kT), a r e excited from the val ence band into the conduction 
band . The r esulting exponential increase in electrical conductivity 
with temperature i s a striking f eature of semiconductors and provides 
a r eady ~eans of identifica tion . 
1 . 1 . 4. Intrins ic and Extrinsic Semiconductors. 
In an intrinsic semiconductor, each electron excited into 
tho conduction band lORves a positive hole in the val ence bond, so 
tha t electron conduction may occur in the conduction band 
simultaneously with hole conduction in the val ence band. By adding 
small amounts of other elements to intrinsic semiconductors the 
concentrations of electrons and holes in their respective bands may 
be drastically a ltered , causing great changes in electrical properties . 
For example , by adding a one millionth part of Boron to pure Silicon 
the electrical conductivity is increased by a factor of one thousand 
at room temper a ture . 
In Ger maniun and Silicon each t etraval ent a tom forms bonds 
with four like a toms at the corners of a r egul ar t etrahedron . Although 
the valence electrons ar e in r apid motion and exchange positions with 
each other a t absolute zero there are , on average , two el ectrons in 
each bond. Sa tisfying the val ence r equirements of each a tom in this 
way clearly leads to a fill ed val ence band, so tha t no electrical 
conduction results from the motion of the valence electrons . If a 
pentavalent impurity a tom is substituted for one of the l attice a toms 
it beco~o s bonded to its neighbours by four electrons l eaving one 
electron loosely bound to the impurity atom , by forces r esembling those 
present in a hydrogen a tom. Above absolute zero the fifth electron 
is readily excited above its ground state and at compar atively low 
Fig. 2 
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tempe~atures the impurity atom becomes ionised and the electron is 
excited into the conduction band. Similarly, if a trivalent atom 
is substituted for a lattice atom , at absolute zero , it becomes 
bonded to its neighbours by three electrons so that one of the four 
bonds has an electron missing. When the temperature is raised a 
neighbouring electron can enter this bond leaving the missing electron 
in an adjacent position. This is equivalent to the motion of a hole 
in the valence band . Thus a Group 5 utom results in an electron 
being donated to the conduction band and an impurity of this type 
is called a "Donor" impurity, while a Group 3 atom accepts electrons 
from the valence band and is called an "Acceptor" impurity. 
Since the concentration of these impurities is very 10r1 the 
impurity atoms are so far apart that no splitting of the atomic 
levels occurs, so that "Acceptor Levels" and "Donor Levels" are formed, 
as in Fig. 3. These levels may reside in the normally "Forbidden" 
energy region of an intrinsic semiconductor, allowing localised 
charge carriers to be excited from their impurity levels into their 
respective bands at relatively low temperatures. However , on complete 
ionisation of the impurity atoms the electrical properties approach 
those found with intrinsic samples . 
A similar account to that given above for the elementary 
semiconductors may be extended to semiconducting compounds made up from 
binary combinations of elements of Group 3 and Group 5, known as "3-5 
compounds". Examples of this class of materials are rnSb, rnAs, GaP 
etc . in which Group 2 and Group 6 elements behave as acceptor and donor 
impurities, respectively. 
The electrical resistance of 3-5 compounds may, however, 
originate from quite different sources than in elementary semi-
conductors. A prime difference occurs in the scattering of carriers 
by means of thermal vibrations of the crystal lattice, which will 
8 
now be discussed . 
1. 1. 5. La ttice Vibrations . 
An early treatment of the therma l vibra tions of a crystal 
(, 
lattice was put forward by Debye in his treatment of the thermal 
conductivity of an insula tor . The l a ttice was pictured as a 
continuum in .. ,hich the atoms vibra ted as in a compression wave of 
frequencyW and wave vector q, where W= vq and v i s the velocity 
of propagation of the wave . 
Classical cons ideration of the l a ttice as a coupled 
harmonic oscilla tor, shows tha t Debye ' s model becomes inadequ~te as 
the wavelength decreases and approaches the l a ttice parameter . As 
this happens , the linear frequency wave vector relation breaks dO\fn 
and gives "'laY to a periodic rela tionship similar to tha t obtained 
between the energy, E(l£) and the ''lave vector, 1f, for electrons in a 
periodic potential . 
Thus a Brillouin Zone may also be defined between the 
frequency w (g) and the wave vector .9, . lVi thin the Brillouin Zone 
there exists for each value of wave vector a discrete vibr~tion 
spectrum . In a given direction of a diatomic lattice this consists 
of three "Acoustl.c" modes separated by a frequency gap from three 
"Optical" modes . The term "Acoustic" refers to the lower frequency 
branches in which neighbouring atoms move in phase , in the manner of 
compression waves . The term "Optical" is applied to the upper 
frequency branches , in which neighbouring atoms possess different 
charges (e . g. Na+,Cl-) and move in antiphase . This constitutes a 
fluctuating dipole moment which may couple with electro-magnetic 
,mves to produce strong absorption in the infra-red r ange . 
Quantum mechanical treatment of the lattice as a coupled 
harmonic oscillator shows that the vibrational energy of the atomic 
cores, induced by a particular mode of vibration in a particular 
9 
branch of the vibration spectrum, is quantised according to the 
rule . 
where N(q) is zero or a positive integer . Equation (1) describes 
a mode of vibration containing N flphonons" or N quanta of 
energy h w'll • The mode may, therefore , change its energy 
providing a mechanism exists whereby the number of phonons contained 
by the mode may be altered . In the idealised insulating crystal 
discussed s o far, no such mechanisms are available, so that the 
energy of each mode is distributed uniformly throughout the crystal 
and is non-localised in space . By considera tion of the perturbations 
brought about by the anharmonic forces that exist in actual crystals, 
it may be shmYn that energy is exchanged beh-leen the modes of the 
imperturbed system so that the number of phonons in a particular 
mode may change wi th time . 
By treating phonons as wave packers of energy .. ,hich may 
permeate the crystal , an account of the energy transfer processes 
involved in thermal conduction may be given . Such wave packets 
possess energy E = hw(q), Group Velocity, v(q) = dw(q) 
dq 
and momentum hq = nw(q), vlhere u is the velocity at which acoustic 
u 
waves are propagated through the crystal. 
In a perfect crystal a phonon wave packet moves freely 
through the crystal "lith a momentum that is constant in time . 
However, in real crystal s the wave packet may collide with another 
wave packet or with localised imperfections . In these collisions 
wave packets may be created or destroyed entirely, in such a way 
that the total energy is conserved . Such collisons continually occur 
so that, in thermal equilibrium, a particular branch of the vibration 
spectrum contains a time aver aged number of phonons given by the 
Bose- Eins t ein formula 
N(q) = ( exp nw(g)- If 
kT 
The occurrence of such thermal vibra tions in semi-
conductors provides a mechanism by which chcr ge carriers may be 
sca t ter ed. 
1.1.6. Sca ttering Me chanisms 
At a given t emper a ture the concentra tion of char ge 
10 
carrier s present in a semiconductor i s constant. Ther efore , the 
el ect rical conductivity is limited by the velocity at which the 
car r i e r s drift in the direction of the el ectric field, bet ween 
collis ions with various types of l a ttice discontinuity. In a 
unit el ectric field this velocity i s t er med the carrier mobility, 
fL, and from the varia tion of mobility with t emper a ture , T, it i s 
some times poss ible to deduce the predominant s ca t tering source . 
From equations (l.l) and (1. 2) it i s evident tha t a t a 
constant t empera ture an a tomic core of t he crys t a l l a ttice 
possesses a quantised amount of vibra tional ener gy . As the 
temperature is lowered the vibrational ener gy of t he a tomic core 
r educes in quantum steps of magnitude hw( q), until eventually 
only t he "zero point" ener gy , ~w( q) i s l eft a t absolute zero. I n 
a collis ion process between, say , an el ectron -and an a tomic core , 
a phonon of ener gy nw(q) mus t either be emitted, or absorbed, by the 
a tomic core . In order to s catter e l ectrons a phonon mus t, t her efore , 
be gi ven up by the a tomic core . As t he temper ature i s lO\"le r ed, 
however, t he a tomic core has progressi vely l es s phonons available 
to s ca tter el ectrons so tha t el ectron-phonon s cattering diminishes 
and vanishes completely a t absolute zero. At higher t emper a tures 
the number of l a ttice vibrations of a particular frequency is given 
by equa tion (1.2), so tha t lattice sca t tering increases. 
11 
For the acoustic modes of vibration , as a result of the 
movement of neighbouring atomic cores in the same direction , the 
lattice spacing varies periodically causing a small perturbation of 
the crystal potential . This perturbation moves through the crystal 
at the velocity of sound , so that , at ordinary temperature , much 
faster moving thermally excited electrons encounter a periodically 
perturbed lattice . Calculations based on this model show that, 
except at low temperatures , the electrons suffer isotropic 
scattering with little loss of energy giving a flelX. T- 3/:l temperature 
dependehce . 
Scattering by the higher energy or "Optical" mode originates 
in movement of neighbouring atoms , possessing different charges, in 
opposite directions . The fluctuating dipole moments set up in this 
way may couple strongly with the carge carriers to produce a 
scattering law of the form 
7 
In this formula eX is the optical mode temperature and F(e1/T) 
is a slowly varying function of T. At high tern era tures \-There T » e.t 
the mobility becomes proportional to the square root of the abso ute 
temperature . At low tem erature , hO'iever , insufficient energy is 
available for excitation of the optical modes and this type of 
scattering , which clearly cannot occur in elementary semiconductors , 
is generally superseded by another , such as ionised impurity 
scattering. 
Previously it was mentioned that in the extrinsic range, 
semiconductors owe their electrical conductivity to carriers which 
are thermally excited from impurity atoms into appropriate band. 
The remaining ionised impurities foem pOint sources by which the 
free carriers may be scattered. The charge on the implrity atoms 
is modified by the free carriers present , forming a screened coulomb 
12 
8 
potential l-rhich cnuses Rutherford scattering,. As a resu1 t, the 
faster carriers are preferentially scattered less and a fJ'r;J..1 311-
scattcring 1a,'1 emer~es. 
In the intrinsic r anGe ionised impurity scatterin6 
becomes less important as lattice scattering increases. Additionally, 
scattering may occur betl'Teen intrinsic electrons and holes. If the 
effective mass 6f the holes is much lnreer than the effective mass 
of the electrons, then the scattering processes become essentially 
similar to ionised impurity scattering, with a sinilar temperature 
depend.ahce. 
Collisions beheon carriers of the sa.t'Ie type are more compl ex 
and tend to redistribute the momentumqof the cQrriers ensuring that 
the carriers have an equilibrium distribution of ener~J. They are 
generally r egarded as uninportant, except under very degenerate 
conditions. 
Further sourcos of scatterinG are neutral atoms and lattice 
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dislocations. Neutral atoms act ns scattering centres that are 
independent of carrier velocity and temperature, uith a mobility that 
" is inversely proportional to their density. Dislocations also scatter 
electrons by means of the lattice distortion they produce. Again 
this usually proves to be an unimportant mechanism conpared ,'lith 
lattice scattering and ionised inpurity scatterinr, in the upper 
regions of the extrinsic r anGe , but may "ell dominate at vary lou 
temperatures in puro seniconductors. 
The relative importance of these scattering mechanisms in 
indiuc antimonide and indiun arsenide is discussed later, .after due 
consider ation of the eeneral properties of these compound semi-
conductors. 
1 . 2. INDIUM ANTIMONIDE AND THE 3-5 COMPOUNDS 
1 . 2.1. Crystalline Structure . 
In common with the elementary semiconductors, Germanium 
13 
and Silicon, the 3-5 compound semiconductors also form lattices in 
which each a tom is surrounded by four naarost neighbour3. The elements 
crystallise in the Diamond structure while .the c.ompounds form the 
Zinc Blende (Zn~ structure . Each may be described as two face 
centred cubic l at tices, the main difference being that in the diamond 
l att ice all the a toms are identical and in the zinc blende structure 
the two sublattices contain different atoms . The l a ttices of both 
types of a toms are orientated parallel and displaced by a vector 
(a/4, a/4, a/4) , where a is the lattice parameter . If, in a single 
crysta l, a single l ayer of a toms of one sublattice is labelled A and 
a single layer of the other sublattice is l abelled B the succession 
of l ayers in the (111) direction is ABABAB •• , whereas in the (III) 
direction the succession is BABABA •• , so tha t the two directions are 
distinguishable . In the diamond l a ttice , since A = B, there is 
clearly an inversion centre which is absent in the zinc blende 
lattice . 
1. 2. 2. Binding Mechanism . 
In the elementary semiconductors ea~h tet ravalent atom is 
surrounded by four identical nearest neighbours so that purely 
covalent bonds are formed . In materials having a zinc blende 
structure, however , each atom is surrounded by four nearest neighbours 
of different type . Between any two nearest neighbours the number of 
valence electrons .is eight , so that each atom has on average four 
electrons available for the formation of bonds . Consequently covalent 
bonding can occur , even though it cannot be expected to be completely 
identical with the bonding of the diamond lattice , because of the 
unequal charges on the atomic cores . In germanium for instance , the 
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a tomic cores are all Ge 4 + ions, whereas in InSb they are Inl+ 
and As s+ ions . 
In forming a covalent bond the indium core must acquire a 
net nega tive char ge while the ar senic core must acquire a net 
positive charge , the r esulting ionicity providing a stronger bond 
than the purely covalent case . Coulson, Redei and Stocker I~ 
calculated the effective char ges e* on the A a toms of the A B 
compounds, some of which are li8ted below, in order of increasing 
ionicity . 
Compound GaSb AISb GaP GaAs ! InSb I AlAs InP InAs 
- i 
e*/e 0 ' 43 0 ' 44 0 ' 45 0 ' 46 0 ' 46 10 ' 47 
i 
0 ' 49 0 ' 49 
The electronic polnrisations have been shown to generally 
I~ 
correspond to the listed values by Sirota , using x-ray el ectron 
mapping techniques on the antimonides and arsenides of indium and 
gallium. 
1 . 2. 3. Band Structure of Indium Antimonide . 
The energy gap , derived from optical measurements near '.the 
'* fundamenta l absorption edge , has been shown by Robe~ts and Quarrington 
• 0 to be strongly tempera ture dependent, reduc~ng from 0· 23 eV at 0 k 
to 0 . 18 eV at room temper a ture . 
Cyclotron resonance work on n-type indium ant imonide by 
15 
Desselhaus et al , gave an effective mass of 0.013m for electrons in 
the conduction band . The resonant frequency proved to be independent 
of crystal orientation suggesting that the conduction band has spherical 
symmetry . 
Further work by Desselhaus et a1 on p-type indium antimonide 
gave resonance lines corresponding to a hole effective mass of 0.18m, 
and suggested the possibility of another hole effective mass 
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greater than 1. 20m. The former effective mass is atrributed to the 
uppermost valance band while the l at t er value r emains unexplained 
and is not considered to be r eliabl e . 
Using the above information on symmetry, energy gap and 
It. 
effective mass , Kane was abl e to make a detailed calculation of the 
band structure , the results of which will now be outlined . 
The conduction band , C, i s parabolic, having spherical 
symmetry about the minimum at k = 0 , but the curva ture decreases 
with increasing k , giving an increased effect ive mass , as shown in 
Fig . 4 . 
The valence band in the el ementary semiconductors consists 
of three twofold degenercte bands . These ar e a heavy hole band , ~ , 
and a light hole band , V 1. , '''hich are degenerate at k = 0 and a s pli t 
off band V3 • A similar valence band structure exists in InSb and 
other 3- 5 compounds except tha t due to the l ack of inversion symmetry 
mentioned in section 1. 2. 1. the V, and V'I. bands are just resolved . 
As the val ue of k increases the bands lose their parabolic 
nature and the interaction of the lower lying bands splits the V, 
and V 1 bands by an amount proportional to k • The s pli t off band V'3 
is simil ar to the V1 band but contains no t er ms linear in k . 
The magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting of the valence 
bands is not kno\"ln experimentally , but from the s pli t tings of the 
p-functions in singl e a toms of In and Sb Kane \w.s able to deduce a 
value of 0 ' 9 eV by ~ssuming that the valence el ectron spends 65 per 
cent of the time on the Sb a tom and 35 ~r cent of its time on the 
In atom. 
At tempts to identify the light hole effective mass directly 
from cyclotron resonance experiments have so f ar been unsuccessful . 
'7 
A value of 0 . 012m has been suggested by Fan and Gobeli , from infrared 
It 

























k ·n 0 ~-5.1.....--41--31--21---l--01---l--2L--3L--.l41--5'---:::' k" 0 
( Rec i procal Bohr radi i ) 
Splitting of the two fold degeneracy has not been included. 
- - - - Parabolic approximation for the conduction band. 
more evidence is required before this value can be fully 
accepted. 
1.2.4. Indium Antimonide and other 3=5 Compounds. 
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An interesting feature of the elementary semiconductors 
i s that their energy gaps decrease with increasing atomic weight. 
Classified in this order the energy gaps for semiconducting 
Diamond, Silicon, Germanium and Gray Tin are 5.3 eV, 1.2 eV, 
0.9 eV and 0.08 eV respectively. The conduction properties range 
from aloost pure insulator for defect free diamond, to the metallic 
conduction of strongly doped gray tin. 
A similar sort of behaviour is observed with 3-5 compound 
semi-conductors which show a general decrease in energy gap with 
increasing atomic weight as listed below. 
Compound Alsb GaP Gus GaSb InP lnAs InSb 
Energy Gap eV. 1.6 2.4 1.6 0.8 1.3 0.45 0.25 
Mobili ty CfYl~V.-15:1 400 ? 600 5,000 4,600 30,000 80,000 
The room temperature mobilities of the dominant carriers 
(electrons) are determined by their effective masses and their 
interaction with the lattice. The slight ionic nature of the compounds 
mentioned in section 1.2.2. leads to a more tightly bound lattice than 
is possible with covalent elementary semiconductors. This increased 
rigidity results in a weaker interaction between the charge carriers 
and the crystal l attice . Consequently there is an increase in the 
carrier mobility which generally runs parallel with increasing atomic 
weight. InSb, however, has a smaller ionicity and a greater oarrier 
mobility than lnAs . This results from the comparatively small 
effective mass of the eleotrons in InSb. 
The very high mobilities of both these semiconduotors make 
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them interestine device substances , with applications in magneto-
resistance and infra-red detector fields . The inherent properties 
of these and other 3-5 semiconductors may be modified by suitable 
alloying procedures . 
1. 2. 5 . Alloys of InSb and other 3- 5 Compounds 
Alloys of 3- 5 semiconductors , taken in pairs , have been 
prepared and studied . The pairs are general ly chosen to have one 
element in common, f or example, InSb-GaSb, GaAs- GaP . A requirement 
for the formation of these mixed crystal systems is that the lattice 
parameters of the two participant systems , which are determined by 
the atomic sizes of the elementary constituents , should not be very 
different . In addition , since each component has polarised bonds, 
the binding of the resultant l attice must also have an ionic 
contribution . Therefore , in order to avoid strong distortion of the 
crystal lattice, the two components must have similar polerisa tions . 
The ionicity table in section 1 . 2. 2. shows that the lnAs-InP system 
is probably easier to prepare than the InSb-lnAs system . However, 
the difference.inthe size of the As and P ions is such that a mixed 
crystal is unlikely to be formed . 
IQ,10 
The InSb-GaSb system shows that with increasing GaSb 
content there is a linear decrease in l attice parameter a ccompanied 
by an almost linear increase in optical energy gap . This is 
confirmed by electrical measurements up to 60 mole % Gasb , after 
which difforences appeared between the sets of results obta ined from 
the t\ofO types of measurement . The electron mobility decreases 
1 - . _ . 
rapidly from the value 60,000 cm . V. s . for pure InSb , flattening 
'1 -. _ , 
to 10,000 cm . V. s . for the 40:60 alloy . 
The sc ttering mechanisms operating in these alloys are 
unknown, but the mobilities do not seem to be influenced by the 
st~tistical distribution of dissimilar atoms of the components . 
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The situation is di f ferent for energy transport by phonons through 
the l a ttice. Internal stresses brought about by the alloying 
proces s reinforce the anharmonicity of the lattice vibrations . 
Consequently phonons are more strongly scattered by the l a ttice and 
have a reduced mean fre e pa th, with the result that the thermal 
conductivity is smaller in mi xed crystals than in their components . 
:11 
Abrahams , Braunstein and Rosi found a pronounced minimum in the 
thermal conductivity of a 50% mole mixture of the InAs-GaAs system. 
The thermal conductivity of this mixture havinG ~ value of 0 . 012 
-I 0 -I 
c al.cm. K as opposed to 0 · 07 cal . cm . K f or pure InAs and 0·09 
-10 -I cal. cm. K for pure GaAs . Since the alloying process results in a 
much grea ter reduction in ther mal conductivity than in mobility, it 
is possible that suitably chos en alloys of the 3-5 compounds would 
have a sufficiently high thermoelectric figure of merit to be used 
as ther moelectric genera tors . 
The InAs-InP system is more easily prepared than the 
~:1 
previously mentioned mixed crystal sys tems and Oswald measured the 
energy gap optically . This ,~as found to increase linearly from the 
lnAs to the InP value and an equation relating the energy gap to the 
mixing r a tio and the specimen temperature was obtained . For a given 
mixture the energy gap , Hall effect and electrical conductivity all 
show a similar temperature dependence to that of the 3-5 compounds . 
This alloy a lso has a pronounced minimum in its thermal conductivity 
for a 50% mole mixture . The mobility decreases sharply ~li th 
increas ing InP content up to 20 mole % where the value is half that 
of pure InAs, then decreases more slowly to that of pure InP . 
When 3-5 compounds are formed , no matter how much one 
constituent is in excess of the other in the melt , a completely 
stoichiometric 3-5 crystal results with the excess constituent 
solidifying as a separa te phase . If a stoichiometric sample is 
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desired care must be taken to cut nw~y tho CXC0SS ph3sc . 
Alternatively , if a two-phase sample is required the deliberately 
introduced excess phase is l eft in the sample "lhich therefore 
constitutes a controlled eutectic solid . 
1 . 2. 6 . Controlled Eutectic Systems . 
By unidirectionally solidifying a eutectic mi xture in much 
the same way as a metal is zone refined either parallel fibres of 
one phase in a matrix of the other result , or par ellel alternating 
l aminae of the two phases ar e formed . Generally the former 
configuration is expected i f the volume fraction of one phase i s 
much smaller than the other , and the l atter if the volume frnctions 
a r c nearly equal . Although other configerations are possible these 
two types usually prevail. In vie"T of their microstr ucture , it is 
not surprising that such specimens should possess consider ab l y 
greater crystallographic anis ot ropy than i s possible in the simpler 
constituent phases . 
To date , a comprehensive range of eutectic solids has been 
formed from widely differi ng substances , ,"hich have possible 
application as thermoelectric, magnetores istive, optically 
'23 
polarising , suterconducting or ferromagnetic materials . 
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I n 1963,Liebmann and Millar at R. C.A. laboratories began one 
of the earliest investigations into the thermoelectric behavious of 
a controlled eutectic, using the InSb/Sb system . The microstructure 
consisted of triangular sectioned r ods of Sb running parallel to 
the growth direction continuously through the InSb matri x . The 
phase diagram of this system records the ideal eutectic behaviour 
of complete miscibility of the components in the liquid state and 
negligibl e solubility in the solid state . 
The crystallisation process , which is probably typical of 
this type of materia l is thought to proceed in the following manner . 
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Vlhen an InSb/So L101 t of Gutectic oompos i tion is cooled belolJ the 
eutectic point by a sharp t emperature ~radient, both phases start 
to crys t allise simultaneously. During the process an undercooled 
liquid l ayer rich in Sb forms around every InSb crys t allite nnd a 
s i milar l ayer rich in InSb forms a round every Sb crystallite . If 
the excess Sb around the InSb crystallites can diffuse to the Sb 
crys t allites, then a steady rate crystallisa tion can be ~ointained 
during ~1hich InSb and b crystallites of cons tant dirlensions gro1 
parallel to each othor Until the ''1hole liquid is solidified. 
The s ize of the rods formed ,"TaS found to depend linearly 
upon t he r at e of solidification of the material. X-ray analys i2 
r eveal ed both the InSb matrix and the Sb rods to be single crys t als, 
with their l a ttices orienta t ed to produce minimal mismatch at the 
boundries and a correspondinffly highly stable structure. 
The thermoelectric pot'1er in the erol1th direction compared 
\1i th tha t per pendicular to the grouth direction WlS cut by factor 4, 
",hile the el ectrical conducti vi ty W 1G increased by a f actor 10 and 
t ho thermal conductivity lias increasod by n f actor 4/3. In addition, 
coopar ed with pure InSb the clctrical conductivity is gr eatly 
enhanced in the grmo,th direction, "1hile the thermal conductivity is 
r educed and the therooelectric po11or is greatly r educed. The lost 
f actor proved to be the undoing of this substance for thermoelectric 
devices , as it r esulted in II figure of merit lONer than tha t of pure 
InSb. 
Subsequent \10rk to the samo end loms carried out by Gal asso 
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and Darby on a Bi2 T03 ITe eutoctic \'1i th a nicrostructure of irreeular 
pla t es of Di l. Tel orienta t ed uith the pla te f aces parallel to the 
groNth direc tion in a Te /!lutrix. Again, for the saDe reason, 
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however, Bi To w~e shown to be a superior material. 
At about the same time as Liebmann and Millar began their 
26 
investigations, Wilhelm and Weiss of Erlagen, West Germany, 
reported the information of a unidireotionally solidified euteotic 
system of InSb/NiSb l~hich exhibited a tl'1enty fold increase in 
resistance in a magnetic field of 10 kilogauss. A eutectic 
material of 1 • e% NiSb and 98 • Zfo InSb, by ueir,ht, containing 
neeldles of NiSb 'fA 1n diameter and of about 50.f'length, 
randomly orientated was first produced. By zone melting suoh a 
system they were able to foroe an orientation of the NiSb needles 
along the temperature gradient . 
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Measurements by ~lagini on NiSb shOli that the electrical 
oonductivity at room temperature is at leas t two orders of 
magnitude greater than that of InSb, so that the NiSb needles 
represent highly conductine inclusions within the InSb matrix. 
A study of the physical properties and anisotropy of the 
InSb/NiSb eutectic forns the subject of this thesis. An 
examination of the microstruoture of this aterisl usin~ 
stereosoan electron oicroscopy Nas carried out, together with 
experimental measurements on the Hall Effect, electrical 
conductivity, mnenetoresistance, thermoelectric power and thermal 
conductivity. The corresponding experimental parameters have 
been deduced for the principal directions dictated by the micro-
structure, over a range of temperature and ,.,here appropriate, 
comparisons have been dralm tori th the behaviour of pure InSb. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. 1 . ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF EXTENDED SAMPLES . 
2 . 1. 1 . Simple Hall Effect . 
The Hall Effect was discovered in 1879 when E. H. Hall 
observed that a conductor carrying a current, Ix, in a transverse 
magnetic field , Bx, produced an electric field, E~, in a mutually 
perpendicular direction . 
This phenomenon can be explained in the following manner . 
A s ingle char e ±e , moving through an extended medium with velocity 
Vx in a rna netic field Bz , experiences a Lorentz force, F , given 
by 
F = 
Thi s makes the charge follow a helical path limited only 
by the boundaries of he medium , at which the charges accumulate . 
Further accumulat ion i s prevented when the electric field , ~ , set 
up by these charges , reduces deflection force , K, to zero, when 
E ~ = v')(. B x. (2 . 2) 
Consequently an electric field must appear in the y-
direction . If the medium contains N similar charges per unit 
volume the corrent density is j x = N(±e )vx From (2) . 
Ey = 
The Hall electric fie ld, E , is then maintained as a result 
of char es l eaving and arriving at the boundaries at the same rate . 
From (3) it is clear that the electric field , E ~, is 
proportional 0 the current density , jx , and the magnetic field , Bz • 
Consequently, a Hall coefficient , RH, is defined where 
I 
In equation (2 . 4) d is the thickness of the medium in the 
direction of the magnetic field and VH is the Hall voltage . 
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Usin ( 2. 4) an experiaental determination of the Hall coefficient , 
via the Hall voltng , is clearly possible , from which the concentr a t i on 
and sign of tho carriers nay be d duced . 
2. 1. 2. Associa t ed Effects . 
Three other effects accoopany the Hall Effect , nanely the 
Ettinghauscn Effect , the Nernst Effact and the Righi - Leduc Effec t . 
The Ettingh usun Effect owes its existence to the thernal 
distribution of velocities amongs t the current carriers which has 
be n negl ected in the s i npl e description of the Hall Effec t . Close 
exarin.'1 tion shows thn t the s lol'1er carriers are defl ected norc than 
the festor cnrri rs, so that they nre prefer en tia lly driven to the 
side of tho spucioen nt which t hey accunula t e to produce the Hall 
voltage . Thereforo , the s i de which becones electrically negative by 
oeans of the Hall voltage also becomes colder . The transverse 
teope rnture r adient activa t es a snell transverse current f l ow , 
resulting in a transverse Ettinghausen voltage which provides a 
snell increnont to tho Holl voltage . 
The presenco of n longitudinal te~perature gr adient causes 
a lon itudin 1 flow of charge , which produc s situations analogous 
to those described above . Proviuin the flow of char ge is in the 
sano direction s the el ectric current , the Nernst Effect , which i s 
:mal o ous to the Holl Eff ct , nucls the r elated voltage to the Hall 
vol tnCe . The spread of cnrrier velocities also provides a snall 
transverso vol tag in '1 sinil~r way to the Ettinghausen Effect and thi s 
is c'111e he Ri hi-Leduc Effect . Ag~in , if the thernally activa t ed 
f l O'. of ch.'1r e is in the S!1.no direction as the current , this vol tage 
'1190 adds to the Hnll volta c . 
2. 1. 3. Tr"nsvors Mngnctoresi stA.nco . 
ost nnt rials incr ase their r esistance if they are 
pl'1cu in (\ transvorso nagnotic field . I f a given naterial 
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beh ves i n t hi s vI y , it is said to possess a finite "transverse 
magnetores i stance" . 
AI though the Hall and Nernst Effecis may be crudely described 
without invoking a thermal distribution of carriers, such a 
proc dure cannot account for the ma&netoresistance observed in 
semi conducto 9 having one type of carrier . In an extended sample 
of an ext rin ic mi conductor, the force exerted by the magnetic 
fi e l d on par t iculo carrier depends solely on the carrier velocity . 
Since the char ge c~rrie rs have a thermal distribution of velocities , 
s ome carri er s Ar c more strongly deflected than others by the magnetic 
fie l d . The H 11 f i e ld s et up at the sample boundaries takes on an 
aver age value depending on the average velocity of the carriers . 
Thi s causes 01 .• t or al drift of the charge carriers reducing their 
mobili t i es be t woon t ho conductivity probes and consequently increasing 
the r es i stance . Thooretically,it may be shown that this in~rease in 
r es i s t ance i s proportional to the square of the magnetic field, at 
IO f fiel d v lues and approaches a limit independent of the magnetic 
fi e l d , a t hi gh fi eld values . 
I n n intrins ic semiconductor , however , the Hall field cannot 
possibly r s trai n the l a t er a l motions of both electrons and holes . 
This ind icat~ th t gr eater 1 t er al drift of the dominant , higher 
mobili t y , c~rrior i poss ible than in the ~xtrinsic case , so that a 
l ar ger transv r se ma&notorosistance should be possible . This suggests 
tha t in ord r t o t heoretically account for the observed magneto-
r es i stance of in rins ic semiconductors , and explanation based on 
ver agin th t hermal distribution of velocities of the dominant 
carrier over t ho energy states will be inadequate . 
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For t he p rtioular case of lnSb Ehrenre ich has shown that 
the c rrior mobility of tho dominant carriers , electrons , is 
de t ermined a and above room temperature by polar s cattering and 
25 
o 
above 500 K by a combination of polar and electron hole scattering. 
~Then polar s cattering dominates a relaxation time cannot adequately 
be defined 'ithich is valid near and above the optica l mode temper ature , 
o 
260 K. The el ectrica l properties are l a ter discussed after making 
the approximat ion that cons t ant relaxation times exist above room 
tempera ture \'rhich ar e independent of the carrier energy for both 
el ectrons and holes , though the vulnerability of this assumption is 
a cknmdedged at very high t empe r a tures, where T »e.t . 
2.8 
U i ng this a sumption Hilsum and Barrie wer e ab l e to give 
an i mpressive account of the room temper a ture magnetoresistances of 
ei gh t sampl es of InSb of widely differing purities . For the present 
discussion of Hall effect , e l ectrical conductivity and magne to-
resistance of InSb/NiSb parameters will also be introduced again 
using constant energy-independent relaxation times . 
2. 1 . 4. Relaxation Time and Drift Mobility. 
In order t o describe the behaviour of electrons and holes in 
semiconduct ors in crossed electric and magnetic fields , it is 
necessary t o ass i gn a relaxation time to the carriers . This is the 
aver age t i me f or which a given carrier can exis t in free, unimpeded 
movement be twoen collis ions . In the absence of applied fields the 
carriers are supposed to move in random directions with a thermal 
distribution of velocities . 
Let the probability of a s ingl e carrier suffer ing a collision 
in the small time interval dt be dt/~ where ~ i s assumed to be a 
constant , independent of the direction of motion of the carrier . 
The probability of an el ectron not colliding in this time interval is 
then (1 - dt/t) . Let p( t) be the probability that t seconds after a 
collision has t aken place , a further collision does not follow . Then 
p(t + dt) = p(t) + dP (t) .dt 
dt 
and p(t + dt ) = p(t) P(dt ) = p(t) (1 - dt/~) 
(2 . 5) 
(2 .6) 
From (2 . 5) and (2 . 6) 
dP(t) = -P(t) . dt/~ 
p(t) = exp( - t/t) 
since p( o) = 1, for t = o. 
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Therefore , the probability that the carrier shall be free 
f or the time interval between t and t + dt is given by 
p(t ) - p(t + dt) = - dP(t) 
clt 
= 1 exp (-t/'t )dt 
't. 
Tho average freo t ime , or relaxa tion time of the carrier 





f t exp( - t/ "C. )d t 
o 
= '"(.. 
Clearly L chieves significance as the relaxa tion time of 
the carrier s . 
If a sys tem of such carriers is subj ected t o an impressed 
el ectric field , el octrical conduction takes place . Further 
discussion of this process is made easier by considering a simple 
semiconductor possessing one type of carrier only, namely electrons . 
The el ectric field superimposes a small drift velocity on the 
r andom therm 1 motion of the carrier in the direction opposite to 
the field diroction . This drift velocity i ncreases with time until 
a collision process , governed by the r e l axation time, L , takes 
place . For i s otropic s cattering in which the el ectron has an 
equal probability of being s cattered in any direction , when averaged 
over a l arge number of collisions , the drift velocity acquired from 
the el ectric field must be completely lost in the scattering 
process . 
By Newton ' s Second L ''1 , an el ectron of mass m* in an 
el ectric field ~ , acquires an ac cel eration v given by 
i= -W~ 
m* 
• '. y = Y - -L !t, 
m* 
Avcragin ovor a large number of isotropic collisions 
< Y > = 0 nd us in ( 2 • 9 ) 
<Y) = -W Q1: 
oil-
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(2 . 10) 
Tho drift velocity < y) i s therefore directly related to 
the relaxation t'me . 
If thore are n electrons per unit volume the current 
density , j , that is the quantity of charge flovTing across unit area 
per_endicular t o he field is given by 
j = -I e / n <y) 
or < j > = (2 . 11) 
H~re cr i s identified as the electrical conductivity of the 
semiconductor . The drift nobility,~, of the electrons i s defined as 
tho velocity acquired by an el ectron in a unit electric field . 
:. ? = <y) = kL't 
.m. m* 
Compari son of the thermal velocity with the drift velocity 
a cquired by an el ectron in germanium with an electric field of 
-I 10 V. cm shows the drift velocity to be three orders of magnitude 
lower . In this caso tho mean free path may be shown to be of order 
several hundred 1 ttice spacings . 
Equat'ons complementary to (2 . 10) , (2 . 11) and (2 . 12) may be 
obta i ned for the drift velocity, electrical conductivity and drift 
mobility of the holes which are a l s o present in an intrinsic semi-
conductor by changing the sign of the carriers and using a different 
r el axation time and effective mass . 
Having stated this , the consequences of applying crossed 
electric and magnetic fiolds to a p-type semiconductor in which both 
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types of carrier exist simultaneously , will now be examined . 
For this purpose the energy bands are taken to have a 
single minimum in the conduction band and a single maximum in the 
valence band , both located at the centre of the Brillouin zone and 
possessing spherical symmetry . Therefore , scalar effective 
masses me and mp must be ass igned to the electrons and holes 
respectively. The relaxation times for both electrons and holes 
are t aken to be constant at L.e and lp, respectively. 
For a sample extended in the x-direction with a magnetic 
field] = B~ and an electric field ~ = (Ex, E~) in which electrons 
travel with velocity ~e = (vex, ve~ ) and holes travel at velocity 
::!.p = (vpx ' v Py ) respectively , the equations of motion are 
. - .§.E . e 
E" vex = - w~v''j vpx =- + WpVPII me )( fi p 
. e . =.§. E ~ v'!I = - - Ell + wf.veJ( vp~ - WpvP)( me mp 
where UJA = ~z defines the cyclotron resonance frequencies of 
~)p 
me., 
the el ectrons and holes . 
. 
Using the complex variable Z e = ve '" + ~ ve!l ' for the 
electronic equa tions in (2.13) the general solution governing the 
electronic motion is 
Ze = Zeo + .§. (E" + iE!1) (1 - exp iwet) 
me 
where Ze = Zeo when t = o. 
Averaging over all the collisions as in (2 . 9), 
00 
< Ze) = l/'le J Ze exp(-t/Lt. )dt 
o 
= -.§. (E)( + iE!f) l:., 
me (1 + iWeL~) 
since < Z eo) must be zero in order to take into account the 
contributions due solely to the impressed fields . 
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Rationa1ising and separating into real and imaginary parts 
gives 
[ 1 
't.EI£ _a j v ex = -~ We La Ell 




v~~ = -~ + W~LcEI j 
m" + w~ 1:: 1 + we2."t.': 
Also , the current densities of the electrons are J eK = 
n(-e) ve"and Jej = n(-e)ve!j in the x and y directions respectively, 
where n is the concentration of electrons, so that 
J." = AlE" - D, E.., (2.14) 
and Je.~ = A I E~ + D.E~ (2.15) 
1 
't~ , D, 
'a W~L: Where AI = .!!§. . = .!!§. • 
m 1 + w;-rl m 1 + W~l~ 
Following identical procedures, the equivalent expressions 
for the positive holes are 
J fl" = A2,.E)t + D2. Ey 
and Jp~ = AzE~ - DzEx 
2 2- ':t 
where Al = ~. '1:£ , D = ~. WpLp 
m 1 + w:l;t; m 1 + wrt ; 
for a hole concentration p. 
As J x - Je " + J1'X and J ~ = J e~ + J p", ' then 
J x = (A I + A) Ex + (D 2. - D\ ) Ey 
and J!t = (A I + A) E!f - (D 2 - DI ) E)(. 
2.1.5. Electrical Conductivity. 
The electrical conductivity, cr , in zero magnetic field 
may be obtained from (2.18). For this case, 
:l. !t 
J x = M te E + ~ Tp E 
ffi\! mp 
= (nejUe + pe)kP) E using (2.12). 
This equation then relates the electrical conductivity to 
the carrier concentrations and their mobilities, as 




This m y be oxprussed i n an alter nati ve f orm by int roducing 
the r tio c = nip and b = ~UP ' 
Substitution into (2 . 20) then gives 
CJ = p0.M ( 1 + bc 
2. 1.6. Hall Coefficient . 
filion mixed conduction i s taki ng pl~ce in magne tic fields 
low enou h for 
2 ~ 1 2 ~ II 
Wf ,p ~Q,p = ;Ue,f> B;t ,, 1 , the current densities 
become , using (2 .18) and (2 . 19) , 
J 1C = [nc).IQ + pe}Jp ] Ex + [ ne~! + pCfA~ J Efl ~ 
J~ = [noflll + pop p] E!:f + [ne)A! - pe}-l~J BzEJ( 
In tho s t Q dy stnte J ~ = 0 , 
. 
E = [no tUg + pe Mp] E!j 
" [ noA!l - pejA; ] 
Subs tit tin into (2 . 22 ), neglecting terms 
transposing in torms of tho rat i os b and c, gives 
E!I = 
2 
i n B:t and 
(2 . 22) 
(2 . 23 ) 
As tho Hall coeffi cient , RH, i s defi ned by the equa tion 
E ~ = Rj.j Jx Bit 
R
II
= (1 - b:t c) 
pe ( 1 + bc) .t 
(2 . 25 ) 
In order t o derive n s i milar expr ess ion to (2. 25) for the 
gene al cose of an arbitrary magne tic field , a closer examina tion 
of tho "low fiold " condition i s ne cessar y . 
,.C\ 
For f irly pure I nSb , St ei gme i er has shown that in t he 
mixed conduction range , the mobil ity fa lls f rom a room temper ature 
2 - 1.1 
V lue of ord r 800 cm. V. s as the t emper a ture rises . Ther efore , 
magnetic fields of more t han 12 kG a r e necessar y to invalidat e the 
l ow field condition over this t emper a ture r ange . 
The val uo of the el ectronic mobilit y , over the same 
1 -I -I 
temperaturo range , nover falls below a va lue of order 10 ,000 cm. V. s 
80 that a 1 kG magne tic fi eld i s sufficient to break the low 
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field cond ition . 
Bearing in Mind that the present measurements were taken over 
a range of magnetic fi elds not exceeding 8 kG., a more general 
expr ession for the Hall coefficient was sought from (2 .18) and 
(2.19) . This express ion showed that for an arbitrary magne tic 
field the R.H. S. of (2.25 ) mus t be modified by a factor 
:l :lj 1. 2-
1 + f-'~ B b c 
At room temperaturo in fairly pur e materi al c .- 1, 
• '2 - \ -t 
b .' 90 and )U( ;-70 ,000 cm. V. s , s o tha t magnet ic fields above 
40 kG are necessary to render (2. 25) noticably inaccurate . As 
even gr ea ter magnetic fields are necessary t o do this a t higher 
temperatures , then (2.25) remains valid over the r ange of 
experimenta l measurement . 
2. Acceptor Concentra tion and Hole Mobility. 
In the extrins ic r ange , wher e e l ectronic conduction may 
be neglected , c ~ 0, s o tha t from (2. 25 ), 
(2. 26 ) 
iher e NA i s the dens ity of ionised acceptors. 
Equations (2.18) and (2.19) again shoi'f tha t (2. 26 ) remains 
true and tha t the Hall coeffici ent is invariant in a changing 
magne tic field . Therefore , the experimentally deduced Hall 
coefficient may be used t o estimate the density of ionised acceptor 
i mpurities present , which enable extrinsic hole conduction to t ake 
place . 
Other theoretical arguments, i nvolving ene rgy dependent 
relaxation times , suggest that a fact or r should be included in the 
R.H. S. of (2.26) , ,,,here r takes a value depending on the predominant 
scattering mechanism , i . e . 1.93 for ionised impurity scattering , 
1·18 for non- degenerate acoustic scattering etc . However, in the 
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absence of direct experimental verifica tion , the value of unity 
ob tai ned f or holes , in (2. 26) nnd l a t er, for electrons in (2 . 32 ), 
has been assumed for the present work . 
Therefore , in the extrins ic r ange , combining (2 . 21) and 
(2. 26 ), 
From equation (2 . 27) it i s clear tha t, from an experimental 
measurement of the Hall coefficient and the electrical conductivity 
at low tempera tures , a direct es timate of the hole mobility may 
be made . 
2. 1.8. El ectron Concentra tion and Electron Mobility . 
At higher t omper a tures where mixed conduction is t aking 
pl ace , the concentrntions of el ectrons and holes a r e linked to the 
concent ration of intrins ic carriers, n ~ by the r el a tion 
np = (2 . 28) 
In (2.28) p = n + N
A
, wher e all acceptors nr e assumed to be 
ioni sed . 
'1 '1 
P c = n-i. 
or p = nJR. 
Subs titution in (2 .21) and (2 . 25) 
RIj = (1 - b"c) .fC 
nie(l + bc) 
r:r = ni e)J.e (l + bc) 
bjC' 
gives 
Since the mobility r a tio in InSb i s very large in the mixed 
conduction r ange when c -? 1 equa tion (2 . 30) reduces to 
R -H - 1 = 
n ... 1C' e ns 
Under these conditions the number of conduction electrons 
may be estima t ed from a direct experimenta l measurement of the Hall 
coefficient . If the concentra tion of extrinsic carriers is also 
known, the concentration of intrinsic carriers may be calcula t ed 
using (2 . 28) . 
Evidently under these conditions the hole contribution to 
the electrical conductivity may be neglected . Further , from (2 . 32) 
and (2 .33), 
The mobility of the electrons may therefore be deduced fro~ 
a measurement of the Hall coefficient and the electrica l conductivity . 
2.1. 9. The Hall Angle. 
By setting JlS = 0 in (2 . 19), clearly , 
(AI + A2) E~ = (D2. - D,) Ex 
The Hall angle, 9, gives the inclination between the 
r esultant electric field and the resultant current density, ivithin 
the seniconductor as below 
Tan e = !I!j= D; - D, 
Ex AI + A2. 
In the extrinsic range, c ~ 0, e = ep and 
Tan Sp = j-lpBz (2 . 37) 
t" '2:2 For InSb in the intrinsic range cb //;VQBz,l, f or B (14 Kg . 




By inserting the appropriate parameters into (2.37) and 
(2.38) the Hall angles may be calculated in the extrinsic and intrinsic 
ranges, r espectively . 
2 . 1. 10 . Transverse Magnetoresistance. 
By setting J~ = 0 in (2 .19), E~ may be obta ined in terms of 
Ex ' Substitution for E~ in (2 . 18) then gives 
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Following the previous approxi mation methods the value of 
the e l ectrica l conductivity , ~ , i n t erms of the magnetic fi eld Bz 
i s given by 
.J". ::: 0; = neMe (2 . 39) 
El( 1 + .,.u: B; / bc 
Us ing (2. 34), 
0; = cr (2 . 40) 
1 + ,...u~B;/bc 
() /-de :I 2./ ::: = r = 1 + ;UeB bc 
OS rJ m 
Equa t i on (2 . 41) gives the r a tio 'of the resistivities ;00 
and;O , or transverse magnetoresistance , r~, in the form used by 
Hi l sum and Barrie . Insel't ion of the parameters?e ' b and c then 
enables the magnetores i s tance to be calcula ted for var ious values of 
the applied field . 
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2. 2. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NON-EXTENDED SAMPLES. 
2 . 2. 1. Geometrica l Effects . 
The Hall eff ect , electrica l conductivity and magne to-
r es i stance of a ma t erial a r e all defined in t erms of continuous, 
infinitely ex t ended samples . Ther efore , if the experimental 
par ame ters derived from these effects ar e to be a true reflection 
of the nature of the material, a homogeneous sample should be 
chosen with dimensions which approxima t e eff ectively to the 
infinitely extended case . 
'3 0 
Isenberg, Russell and Green considered the case of a 
rectangul ar sample provided with large ar ea current contacts, which 
had a high conductivity and a Hall coeffici ent negligible compared 
with tha t of the sample . It was shown tha t accura te experiment al 
deter~ination of the Hall coefficient, by means of centrally placed 
Hall probes, is only possible for a sample of aspect r a tio J./w~4 
where 2 is the sample l ength and w i s its width . If, however, 
Rlw<4 the full value of the Hall coefficient i s not obtained , 
as some of the Hall voltage i s shortod out by the current contacts . 
'3 1 
Volger gener alised this approach and showed that a 
diminished Hall coefficient is also obta ined as the position of the 
Hall probes is varied in such a sample . 
'32 
Wick concluded that t he shorting out of the Hall voltage 
caused an increase in resistanco bet"\.leen the end contacts of a 
r ectangular specioen . This "Hall resistance" behaves very much like 
the transverse magnetoresistance described in 2. 1 . 3 . and 2. 1 . 10, in 
that the increase in resis tance is proportional to the square of the 
magnetic field, for low magnetic fields, but differs from it by 
tending to direct proportionality a t high magnetic fields . 
As explained in 2. 1,. 3. transverse magnetoresis tance arises 
through processes which allow carriers to drift laterally , giving 
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a reduced carrier mobility, and increased resistivity , measured 
betl'lecn the conducti vi ty probes . The magnitude of the transverse 
magnetoresistance would be expected to be small compared with the 
increases in resistance that are made possible by r educing ilw 
since , by shorting out the Hall field, greatly enhanced l ateral drift 
becomes possible . 
As Jlw is decreased the shorting out of the Hall field 
results in an increased sample resistance, approaching a liQit as 
ilw approaches zero . Clearly , this limit cannot be attained 
experimentally by using a r ectangular saople . However , l/w may be 
mado to approach zero through the minimisation of the Hall field 
achi eved by using a Corbino disc shaped sample, with current 
electrodes at the centre and circumference . 
The general conclusions drmm above on the influences of 
sample geometry on sample r esistance -are strongly supported by 
experimental evidence . 
'3~ 
Hilsum and Barrie In8asured the rela tive r es i stances of a 
Corbino disc and a long, narrow sample, both taken from the same 
2 -I-I 
ingot of InSb , with an electron mobility of 76,000 cm. V. s . 
In a magnetic field of 10 kG ., the Corbino disc increased its 
resistance by a factor 33, while the long, narrow sample increased 
its resistance by a factor 1'57. 
For samples of InSb of a shape intermediate between these 
~4-
t\,lO extremes of geometry , Willards on and Beer found tha t for a given 
magnetic field the relative increases in resistance became larger as 
was reduced . 
3S 
Further support was furnished by Welker and ~Teiss , who made 
measurements on four different shaped samples of InSb of the same 
d :I _,-I 
purity an having an electron mobility of 43 ,000 cm. V. s. 
The chosen sample shapes were a Corbino disc, two samples of aspect 
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r a tio 0 ' 5 and 1 ·0 and a long , nnrrow sample . In a magne tic field of 
10 kG., these samples t nken in the above order , increased their 
r esistancos by factors 18 , 11, 5' 5 and 2 r espectively. 
Generally, apart from the cases of Corbino discs, and long, 
narrow sampl es , which fulfil the "ext ended sample" requirement, no 
attempt has been made , in these papers, to account for the rela tive 
r es i s t ance va lues obta inable from a sample of arbitrary aspect 
r a tio . 
% 
In order to rectify this situation C. A. Simmons conducted 
2 -I-I 
an investiga tion on rnSb, of mobility 77 , 400 cm. V. s . , a i ned at 
identifying the r el a tive parts played by the geometry and by the 
actua l nature of the sample ma teria l . 
Using a specially designed sample holder consisting of two 
transverse probes , tho transverso voltage was measured a t various 
points a long the sample . By t aking one l arge ar ea current contact 
as the zero of potentia l and moving the probes along the sample , a 
potential profile could be plotted . The r esistivity ,jO , was obtai ned 
by plotting such a profile in the absence of a magnetic field and 
mea suring the sample current . By following a similar procedure in 
the presence of a magnetic fi eld, the Hall voltage and the total 
resis t ance between the current contacts were deduced . The potentia l 
difference bet ween the cnd contacts gave the tota l change in 
r es i st ivity due to the magne tic field, Bx , which may be written in 
the form ( L}.;O~/p\. This clearly includes a cont ribution due to 
the physical nature of the sample and a geome trical contribution . 
After s ome manipula tion Simmons concluded that 
+ 
Her e the subscript p r efers to the "phys ica l " contribution 
due to the na ture of the s ample , which was measur ed using an 
extended sample and c ay be identified with the transverse magne to-
38 
resistance, while the subscript g refers to the geometrical 
contribution. 
By plotting (6A 'fJ) against l/w , the above formula was 
shown to hold for a series of samples in the range o· 35 ~ ~ I w ~ 12. 
For B = 10kG., it was also shown that in the upper limit of Vw , a 
value (Af'~~ ) = 0'49, emerged, while in the lower limit as (At'S ',.a )=13 
T 
the geometrical contribution clearly dominates. 
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A further advance was made by Lippmann and Kuhrt who were 
able to directly relate the sample geometry to the geometrical 
contribution which it produced. Their analysis, based on the invariance 
of the Hall angle with sample geometry, enabled the relative resistance 
observed in magnetic field to be split into two terms. AI,pllyslical 
magnetoresistance term, r~ , arises from the way in which the a plied 
magnetic field prevents the charge carriers from travelling at their 
full drift velocity which is characteristic of their average behaviour 
between two collisions in the absence of a magnetic field. This 
reduced drift mobility decreases the specific conductivity, 0- , 
measured on an extended sam Ie, to a value, ~ , in a magnetic field 
r = c-
OS 
The other term is the geometrical resistance term, rg , 
arising from the deflection of the current streamlines. This means 
that the current no longer passes through the conductor by the shortest 
path from one electrode to the other, but experiences an amount of 
lateral drift depending on the shape of the sample. 
The geometrical contributions for different values of i/w 
have been obtained in terms of the Hall angle. In their formulations 
Lippmann and Kuhrt assumed that only one type of carrier was present 
undergoing acoustic scattering. For the case of a constant 
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rol xotion tico nd oixed conduction these formulations r educe 
o tho oqu tions below _ 
For an 11 H"'1.11 nglos ,O, t nn9 rn .{O -45, where tan6M 
is givon by (2. 38) 
In (2. 43), (C /w) i s a function which r educes from 1, 
.'}t £/w = 0 , 0 V lUllS Nhich aSYmptotically approa ch zera as ).1 W 
ppro~chos infinity _ Tho foroor cloarly r efers to a Corbino disc 
s pl , I hile tho 1n t t r r ofer s to ,::m extended s::uJp10. 
For 1 go H 11 n 10<> , ~ 1T /2 :l.nd 
r = 1 + (w/Q ) [(S/3TI) tanem - (4/n )ln. 2] 
In tho internodi ot o r on 0 of Hall ~n l es , the values of 1'9 ' 
obtnin for V"'1.riOU3 pocific v"'1. lues of ~/w, are plotted as a function 
of the t~n'ont of th H 11 n le , s show in Fig. 5. 
Tho tot 1 N nco of tho sample , r , i s then given by the 
pro ct of ho notoresi tive tero and the geometrical term, i. e . 
r = r£9 
Ex r1 ontnl ov'donce shows that for InSh in the mixed 
con uc ion r tho oot:lotric 1 term Llay be i gnored provided 
~/w~5. Thorofo 'o , providing n nople geometry consistent with this 
roquir nont i u , rt><) nd rn) bocome i dei tical and 
lh r l' i 
l' = r l' 
m 9 
ivon by (2.41) . 
:rg 
In .1. f rth l' r\ or , the same authors used identic 1 
t chn1q t o oxpl in h d pondonco of the experimentally observed 
11 coo 'ie10n mpl o ffOom try chosen . Again a resultant 
H 11 co 10 n , RH occurs s tho product of two t erMs , which reduce 
o 
for on u to ' . 
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us ing an ext ended sample and given by (2.25), and G ( i./w,eM ) 
comprises the geome trical term . 
The values of G obta ined, using small and l a r ge Hall 
angl es we r e calcula t ed, by Lippmann and Kuhrt, for small and l arge 
values of J/w . I n addition, over the inter media t e r ange of Hall 
an l es , G "lUS plotted as a function of 1. /uJ, for various Hall angles . 
Since this r ange was appropria t e to the present measurements , these 
v lues wor e r eplotted in t er ms of the Holl angle produced by a two 
car r i er nod e l in Figs. 6( a )and 6(b) . 
In conclusion , it is evident tha t a particular sample 
geome try produces specified and unambiguous modifica tions to the 
Hall coeff icient and magnetoresistance values which are obser ved 
us i ng ext ended samples . 
2. 2. 2. Pseudo-Geome trical Effects . 
The Hall coef f icient and magnetoresistance observed with 
extended samples may be influenced by f actors other than saople 
geome try. A trivial example i s provided by directly connecting the 
Hall probes . By shorting out the Hall voltage in this way, clearly, 
f rom (2 . 4), the Hall coef f icient becomes zero . Moreover, the 
di s tort ion of the current lines, r esulting from the r emoval of the 
Hall fi eld, gives a pseudo-geome t r ical enhancement to the magneto-
r es i stance . 
Essentially similar processes ar e involved when highly 
conducting r od like inclusions, orienta t ed with their long axes in 
the direction of the Hall field, are used as an agency for shorting , 
or partially shortinG t ho H~ll volt[lge . Ther ufore , current ~is tortions 
result in the r esistance of an extended sample containing inclusions 
being increased in the presence of a magnetic field in much the same 
way as it is increased in a non-extended sample . Further, it would be 
expected that if the Hall voltages in both these cases are reduced by 
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the same ratio, then s i milar increases in resistance would result . 
This forms a basis whereby the behaviour of the InSb/NiSb 
eutectic may be represented as a series of similar rectangular 
elements of InSb separated by thin, large area , electrode-like 
l ayers of NiSb. By determining the Hall angle in each InSb element 
of the above model and the ratio of the Hall coefficient of 
I nSb/ NiSb to that of pure InSb, the appropriate "geometry" may be 
ass i gned to the element in accordance with (2 . 46 ) and by inspection 
of Fig. 6(b). Then , using the Hall angle and the elementary "geometry" 
of the lnSb , the corresponding "geometrical" resistance may be 
estimat ed using Fig. 5 . 
A regular composite sample , as described above , must be 
constructed from thin layers of NiSb and thick layers of InSb, since 
the volume fraction of NiSb is small in the lnSb/NiSb eutectic . In 
each s i milar layer the Hall coefficient, resistivity and current 
flow follows a similar pattern . 
The current component,jx, mus t be the same in each layer and 
s ince the Hall coefficient changes in successive layers , jx gives 
rise to a Hall contribution to E ~ which changes from one layer to the 
next and is proportional to B1 • 
As 'V x .m. = 0, the total E ~ must be the same in each l ayer 
and ohmic contributions to E~ must arise from the y-components of } 
and these must be proportional to Bx.' Thus , as B z ~ 00 the current 
lines must distort as shown in Fig. ? This means that the current 
lines flow in such a , .. ay as to reduce the tangential component ,E!jlon the 
InSb side of the boundary to the much lower value on the NiSb side . 
This distortion entails a resistive dissipation which, for given j~, 
increases without limit as B %. -+ 00 • The patterns of current flow 
are then repeated in each elementary pair of InSb and NiSb layers 
throughout the sample , so that the "geometry" and the resistive 
Fig.7 
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dissipation of each InSb layer are characteristic of the whole 
composite sample . 
2. 2. 3. Isolated Inclusions . 
The InSb/NiSb eutectic mixture is composed of small , 
unidirectionally orientated, rod shaped inclusions of NiSb 
dispersed throughout an InSb matrix . No ["~ccessful attempt has 
been made to explain either the observed values of the Hall 
coefficient, or the changes in resistance brought about by 
exposing a sample of this material to a magnetic field by using a 
3q 
postulated inclusion distribution. Despite this, Herring has 
provided some theoretica l insight into the type of behaviour 
induced by placing a rod shaped inclusion in an infinite matrix 
of another material . The Hall coefficient, RH, and r es ' stivity, 
p, were taken to approacb constant limits as B ~ 00 , the limiting 
Hall coefficient of the rod differing that of the surround:i_ng 
material . For an inclusion with its long axis lying in the 
direction of the magnetic field and considering the current f101'1 
perpendicular to this axis , then 
In (2.47) the subscripts t and n refer to the directions 
tangential and normal to the inclusion rod boundary. Since RH 
is discontinuous across the boundary, while Et and jn must be 
continuous, then as B -~ oO , jn-40 . This means that the current 
lines, flowing in a direction transverse to the rod axis , in the 
4-0 
limit avoid the rod as if it were an insulator . The current 
distortion may , in fact, be many times the diameter of the 
inclusion, with the associated resistive dissipation involved, 
increasing the sample resistance . As the magnetic field is 
increased from zero the sample resistance approaches a finite 
limit depending on the extent to which the current lines are 
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squeezed in their avoidance of the rod . It follows that in a 
sample containing a dilution of inclusions the Hall coefficient 
woul d be reduced and the samplG r esistance would be increased , as 
the volume fraction of inclus ions or the magnet ic field are 
increased . 
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2. 3. THERMOELECTRIC POWER . 
I 
Consider a circuit made up of elements AB, BC and CA, 
I 
where AB and CA a r e both constructed of the s ame homogeneous 
materi a l 2, while BC i s constructed from another homogeneous 
materi al 1 . r1aintaining the junctions B and C at constant 
tempera tures T, and T2 r espectively , where T~ ) TI , and the termi na l s 
A and AI at a temperature T3 , r esults in the generation of a steady 
e . m. f . of a magnitude which can be measured by connecting a 
potentiometer across AA~ 
Experience has shown that the measured e . m. f . depends on 
the particular materials chosen and the difference in the junction 
temperatures . By convention , the measured thermo-e . m. f ., V'l ' is 
regarded as positive when the terminal which is connected to the 
low temperature junction , B, becomes positive. The thermoel ectric 
power of material 1 with respect to ma teria l 2 is defined as the 
thermo- e . m. f . obta ined for unit t empera ture differ ence between the 
junctions , i . e . 
~T = Tz. - T, • 
. By using the "Thomps on Re l a tions" it is possible to separate the 
contributions of the two ma terials to the thermoel ectric po~er . 
The absolute thermoelectric powers 0< , and o<~ due to the materials 
1 and 2 respectively , may then be shown to be linked to 
in the form 
0<'12 = 0< I - 0(2' 
The absolute value of the thermoelectric power for metals 
is generally a few microvolts per unit temperature difference and 
this is usually a t l east one order of magnitude l ess than that 
of semiconductors. 
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Therefore, in such a semiconductor (1) - me tal (2) system , 
.v = 0( = ex to a good degree of approximati:m and a measurement 
'" 12. I 
yields effectively the absolute thermoelectric power of the 
semiconductor , 
For an intrinsic semiconductor the absolute thermoelectric 
pOiofer , o( , i s given by 
(2 . 50) 
In (2 . 50) k is Boltzmann ' s cons t ant and e is the el ectronic 
char ge giving k/ e ; ~ and cr;, ar e the electron and 
hole contributions of the electrical conductivity, (J , "Thile Yll 
and tiP ar e the fermi levels and Qn* and Qt are the kinetic energies 
transported by the electrons and holes r espectively at temperature 
T. Equation (2 . 50) clearly indicates tha t the thermoelectric 
power is made up of an electron contribution and a hole contribution . 
From the orders of magnitude involved it is evident that the thermo-
electric power is negative in n- type and positive in p-type 
semiconductors . In the intrinsic r ange the sign is governed by the 
carrier with the higher mobi lity. The large mobility ratio of InSb 
~/' /,-2 ensures that v~~ ~ 1 and o; ~ == 10 , s o t hat , to a good approxi-. , 
mation , the hole mobil ity may be ne gl ected . 
,',0(= 1s [1'/'_ ~] 
e kT 
In (2 . 51 ), y~= ~~/kT , the reduced Fermi level of the electrons , 
... 
The value of Qn/kT depends on the s cattering mechanisms present , 
the shape of the energy bands and the degeneracy . If a degree of 
degeneracy is present the value of this parameter increases with 
temperature under any sca ttering indica ting that a l arger fraction 
of the current is carried by more energetic e l ectrons as the 
temperature rises . 
For a specimen having parabolic energy bands and undergoing 




where ~ and Fo ar e Fer mi i nt egr a l s of order 1 and O. The value 
of these integral s may be found from the Fermi i ntegr a l of or der 
m, where 
= 
and 1 = E/kT . 
Substi tuting f rom (2. 52) i n (2 . 51) gives f or t he i ntri nsic range 
I 0( I = 86 . 3 
Jt 
Therefore a plo t of agai ns t '1 a1lo\-.'s the 
reducod Fermi l evel '? t o be deter mined from the exp3 ril!l'"'l1+:a}. 
'alues of /0< / 86. 31 . 
For a semiconductor wi t h pa r abolic energy bands the 
reduced Fermi l evel is linked t o the intrinsic car rier conc~utr~ tio~ 
by the formul a 
n 1. = n = Nc .£ ~( '7*") 
[ff'l 
"Ther e Nc: = 2(21T m"4 kT/ hl ) and r epr esent s the effec tive number of 
states On the conduct i on band and mnd i s the "densi.ty of s t a t es " 
effective mass , averaged over al l occupi ed energy stat es, of the 
elect rons . The val ues of t he Fer mi integral of order t have been 
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tabul ated by McDougall and Stoner , while t hose of orde r l and 0 
~ 43 
have been t abul a t ed by "lright and Madel ung respe ctivel y . 
Using the r educed Fer mi l evel s and the el ectron 
concentrat i ons obta i ned a t various tem~ratures f r om thermoel ectric 
power and Hal l me~surements r espe ct i vely, values of m~" may be 
calculated over a tempera ture r ange . 
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2 . 4 . THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY . 
The a pplica tion of a temperature differential, 
along a solid of length, ~ x(cm) and cross sectional area 
A (cm ) promotes a flovT of thermal energy, H (cal . sec ) , down 
the temperature gradient . The relationshi~ between these 
quantities may be expressed in the form 
ca l . sec - I (2 . 54) H = U~T 
~x 
- I -1 0 -I 
(2 . 55) or K = _H_ cal . sec . cm. K 
A~ 
~x 
where K is called the thermal conductivity of the solid . 
The thermal ener gy may be transferred through vibrations 
of the crystal lattice, or by the free charges it contains, or by 
a combination of these two mechanisms . 
In an insula tor , since the number of fre e carriers is 
extreme ly small , heat is conducted through the solid almost 
entirely by the vibrations of the l att ice atoms . Conversely , in 
a metal the quantity of heat transported by the high concentration 
of free e lectrons present dwarfs the l att ice contribution . In 
semiconductors , however , although more heat is generally 
transferred by the lattice , the contribution due to free carriers 
may be considerable . The free carriers , electrons and holes , may 
transport their kinetic energies directly by diffusing down the 
temperature gr adient . During this process there is also a 
possibility that electrons and holes may recombine and give up 
their potential energies to the lattice , in the procedure known 
as ambipolar diffusion . A further mechanism of heat conduction 
by weakly bound electron-hole pairs, which r emain associa ted so 
tha t they can carry energy but no charge , has also been suggested . 
This process is known as exciton-transport but its quantitative 
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importance has not yet been experimentally established . 
The total thermal conductivity , K, of a semiconductor 
may , therefore , be exprussod as the sum of a "lattice" component, 
KL and a "char ge carrier" or "Hlectronic" componen t , Ke, so tha t 
K = K L + K e (2 . 56) 
The r elative m~gnitudes of the two components depends on 
the temper ature and the purity of the sample . For a semi-
conductor of high purity and crystalline perfection the electronic 
contribution may be appreciable in the intrinsic r ange but 
negligible in the extrinsic r ange . In a doped semiconductor , 
however , thu carrie r concentration may be enhanced to such a 
degree that the electronic contribution is appreciabl e at a ll 
temp~ratures . 
2 . 4 . 1. The Lattice Component . 
In the presence of an applied t emperature gradient the 
phonon distribution in each mode of vibration is different to 
tha t existing in thermal equilibrium, as described by (1 . 2) . 
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Peierls concluded that phonon- phonon collisions tend to restore 
thermal equilibrium , the r ate of the r es toring process determining 
the thermal resistance . 
Selection rules govern the collision processes that are 
possible between phonons , allowing them to be class ified as 
"Normal" and "Umklapp" processes . In both types of process the 
total energy is unchanged throughout the collision process . For 
Normal processes the total momentum is also unchanged, so that 
they do not contribute to the thermal resistance . For Umklapp 
processes the total momentum changes , so that the energy flow 
changes its direction on collision. The Umklapp processes a r c , 
therefore , responsible for the thermal r es istance in Peierl ' s 
theory. 
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Since the scattering is approximately random, drat-ling 
from the analogous collisions between gas molecules , thermal 
conductivity may be described by the relation 
K = t C U Ap 
where C is the specific heat of the phonon gas , U is the vola ci ty 
of sound in the lattice and Ap is the phonon mean free path . 
The phonon mean free path may be limited by phonon-phonon 
interactions, scattering by lattice i mperfections and boundary 
s cattering. Peierl s suggested that above the Debye temperature , 
the phonon mean free path is limited by interactions involving 
three phonons . In these , a s ingle phonon may split up into two, 
or two phonons may comb ine to form a third . Such interactions lead 
to a thermal conductivity that is inversely proportional to the 
absolute temperature . 
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Pomeranchuk postulated that interactions also occur where 
one, two , or three phonons produce three , hI0, or one phonon 
respectively , leading to a thermal conductivity that is inversely 
proportional to the square of the absolute temperature . 
Above the Debye temperature but below the onset of intrinsic 
4{) 47 ttl! _I 
conduction Abeles , Stuckes and Danielson found that K ~ O< T 
f or Ge and Si , confirming the predominance of three phonon 
processes , as predicted by Peierls . At higher temperatures the 
thermal conductivity was found to have a more rapid temperature 
variation by Stuckes, who suggested that four phonon processes , 
with their associated K 0( T- 2 dependence , were also present in an 
admixture of three and four phonon processes . This was later 
4£1 
confirmed by Sla ck and Glassbrenner who invoked both three and 
four phonon processes in a ccounting for their experimental results . 
The presence of impurities and l attice imperfections in a 
semiconductor tends to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity 
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since the variation in density and elastic forces produced by them 
may scatter phonons . Peierls qualitatively concluded that the 
additional thermal resistance produced in this way should be 
independent of temperature . At higher temperatures this increase 
in resistance should be small , particularly in fairly pure materials 
where the separations of such scattering agencies becomes large 
compared with the mean free path of phonon- phonon processes . 
The scarcity of phonons brought about by lowering the 
temperature results in an increase in the mean free path , which, 
according to Peierls , should lead to an exponential increase in the 
thermal conductivity , tending to infinity at absolute zero . It was 
50 
shown by Cas imir , however , that at very low temperatures phonons 
are scattered by the sample boundaries and that this mechanism 
predominates as the temperature approaches absolute zero . Under 
these conditions the thermal conductivity is controlled by the 
specific heat of the sample and is , therefore , proportional to the 
cube of the absolute temperature , tending to zero at absolute zero . 
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This type of variation has been observed by White and \ljoods and 
5~ 
Curruthers et al in Ge and Si establishing the importance of 
boundary scattering at very low tempe ratures . 
2. 4 . 2. The Electronic Component . 
By solving the Boltzmann equation under the assumptions 
that no current flows in the semiconductor and that isotropic 
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s ca ttering processes occur , Madelung deduced a general expression 
for the electronic component of the thermal conductivity. 
By postulating a relaxation time 'C"n,p for electron and 
hol es of the form 
't T-' E '\'/2. , T(CV - 2.)/2 ~/2 
",p = 0.. ",P = a 1n,p 
where a and at are constants , T is the absolute temperature , 
?fI,P = E1\,p / kT and q depends on the scattering mechanism of the 
51 
carriers , Made1ung ' s expression reduces to 
k'e = lil (J T [ An ~ + Ap Qi. + OC Oi( s.. + S", + Bp)2] 
e 2 0- 0" C)l KT 
(2 . 58) 




Als o q; = 'i;",P ' 7 :: Yn.,.AT, L11'1 = 11- EI. ::md t;p= Ev- 't1 , 
where ~ is the Fermi leval and EL , Ev define the bottom of the 
conduction band and top of the valence band , r espectively . 
In order to determine the Lorentz factors An,p and B",,, 
the temperature variation of the mobility must be examined . By 
averaging the relaxation time over the carrier energies, the 
mo bili ty ;Un,,, may be written , 
J'An,p = ~' . q" + 3 • T 'Y: 2 ) / 2 ~o/ "'1)/2 (r(') = 
mn ,1t 3 F./2 (?") 
~ onst. T 
At a given temperature the va lues of the scattering 
iI 
index , q and the reduced Fermi IG\To~ '1 are constants . 
Under the assumed conditions of parabolic bands , the 
* effective mass rl1n , p and the reduced Fermi level 1 vary with 
tempera ture . Ther efore , for a given value of q the temperature 
dependence of the mobility can only be predicted if the t emperature 
variation of effective mass and Fermi level are known . For this 
purpose the information furnished by the thermoelectric power data 
discussed in section 2. 3 may be used . 
Inserting the appropriate temperature dependences in (2 . 59) 
enables a single value of ¥ to be obtained for a given value of 
q. By drawing tangents to the curve of a logarithmic plot of 
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mobility against temperature the values of ~ appropriate to 
various temperatures may be found . Hence the relationship between 
q and T may be deduced . Knowing the value of q corresponding to a 
~ 
particular temperature and the appropriate value of? from the 
thermoelectric power measurements the values of An,p and Bn,p 
may be enumerated . The electronic component of the thermal 
conductivity may then be calculated using (2 . 58) . By repeating 
this process at different temperatures the electronic component 
may be calculated for the range over which the thermal 
conductivity has been measured . 
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CHAPTER 3 
3 . 1 . ELECTRICAL METHODS . 
3. 1 . 1 . Operation of the Electrical Circuit . 
In Se c tion 2. 2 it was shovm tha t if a sample carrying a 
direct current is suitably orientated with r espect to a magnetic 
field , a transverse voltage is obtained which is the sum of the 
transverse voltages resulting from the Hall effect , the Ettinghausen 
effect , the Nernst effect and the Righi-Leduc effect . The transverse 
voltage is primarily due to the Hall contribution , with the 
Ettinghausen contribution forming the greater part of the remainder , 
and the Nernst and Righi-Leduc contributions together providing an 
extremely small increment to make up the sum. 
Therefore , in order to accurately determine the value of the 
Hall voltage , the Ettinghausen voltage , which may be of third order 
magnitude , must be removed . Since the Ettinghausen voltage is 
derived from the flow of charge brought about by a lateral temperature 
gradient , it must disappear if this temperature gradient is removed . 
By choosing a circuit in which the Hall voltage is set up by a sample 
current which is frequently reversed , so that no temperature gradients 
can be set up in the sample , the three subsidiary voltage contributions 
can be elininated . 
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The circuit designed by Dauphinee and Mooser incorporates 
this feature and provides an accurate method for determining the Hall 
coefficient and the electrical resistivity of a given material . A 
simplified version of the circuit is shown in fig . B. This 
provides a means of discussing the principles involved in the 
experimental method . 
In fig . B, the sample , S , is shown to be in contact with the 
potential probes , 1 , 2 , and 3. A high resistance shunt, of order 
10 1 or 10~ times the sample resistance, connects terminals land 2. 
Fig.8 





This is provided with a variabl e terminal 4 , which acts as a fourth 
potential probe . 
If a current , I, flows through the sample and its shunt , 
then a potential difference , VI~' is set up of a magnitude which 
depends on the sampl e r es istivity ,jO , given by 
/0 == A V'2 
. Q.} 
iihere A is the cross- sectional area of the sample and ill i s the 
probe separation . 
The very small fracti 0n of the current , I, which flows 
through the shunt resistor enables , as will be shown later, the 
variable terminal 4 to be aligned on an equipotential with probe 3, 
so that in the absence of a transverse magnetic field V3~=O. 
Therefore , in tho presence of a transverse magnetic field the 
potential difference V
34 
set up across the sample depends on the Hall 
coefficien t of the sampl e , Rk , .. There from 2.1. 
and d is the sample thickness measured in the direction of the 
magnetic field B. 
From (3.1) and (3.2) it is clear that the values of -the 
resistivity and Hall coofficient may be determined provided the 
respective values of VI1 II and V34 / 1 are measurod . 
If a variable resistor W of kno .. m magnitude is placed in 
serios with the sampl e S, and this is adjusted until the voltage 
Vw , where Vw = IW , is 9Ciual to the voltages VI' and V34 at 
respective settings of W = W, and W = W1 , then from (3.1) and (3 .2), 
and using practical units (C. G. S. e . m. u.), 
;0 =A W, n cm. (3 .3) 
.Q11 
8 -1 3 (3 .4) and RH = £!. lO ,W2 coul. cm. 
B 
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Tho function of the circuit shown in Fig. 8 i s to provi de a 
moans of isolatine the potential difference V'2 and V14 and comparing 
them \'1i th Vw • 
The double- polo , double- throw chopper, M, , set to make-
before- break , converts the direct current in the primnry circuit into 
a square wave alternating current in the secondary circuit containing 
Wand S. The make- before- break ad justment ensures that the electrical 
connections of M, are reversed before the current direction in the 
secondary circuit is r ever sed , s o that sparking is prevented. 
Two more choppers , M 1 and Ms , with their moving contacts 
bridged by capacitors C, and C2 respectively , ar e set t o break-before-
make and driven synchronously with chopper M,. Choppers M'l and 
M) are phased with r espect t o chopper M, so that when the current 
flows in one direction, say I+, capacitor C, is connected to 
Wand C1 is simultaneous l y connected to S. The break- before- make 
adjustment of M2 and M) ensur es that C, and C2 are only connected 
to Wand S when I+ i s at a steady value . Capacitor C, disconnects 
from Wand capacitor C1 simultaneous ly disconnects from S before the 
current I+ i s reduced to zero when the contacts of M, are shorted 
by the make-before-break action. The current flowing t hrough Wand S 
is then r eversed by M, and reaches a steady value I- before C, 
connects to Sand C1 connects to "' . Later N 2 disconnects C, from 
S and 13 disconnects C 2 
-, 
from ", , before I falls to zero and 
reverses to r +, with the complete cycle repeatin itself a t 35 
cycles/ sec ., the ~requency at which all three choppers ar e driven . 
Before proceeding to discuss the currents i , , and i1 set up 
in the Circuit, it mus t bo pointed out that the purpose of C is to 
act as a device for preventing any thermal e . m. f .' sgenerated in the 
sample from being communica t ed t o the direct current galvanometer G. 
Suppose the potential differonce across C3 is VC3 • If any di fference 
exists between V: and -V; , where the superscripts denote the 
directions of currents I+ and I-, a pulsing direct current it 
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generated by the voltage6~ flows through Gvevery even half cycle, 
where 
V: - (-V~) AV = - V'-3 
+ -
= Vw + V5 - Vc~ 
+ -
= I W + I S - V'3 
+ = -I - this becomes For I 
AV, = r+(w - S) - Vo (3.5) 
If the capacitor C~ were not included, then AV. and i, 
would decrease in successive cycles and vanish when 
By including the capacitor C2 any difference between V: 
+ and -V5 is reflected by a pulsing direct current i 2 , generated by 
a voltage 6V2, which flows through the sample every odd half cycle . 
/).V2 V:" + 
+ 
V'3 = V5 + 
= I+(S - w) + V'3 
= - 6V, (3.6) 
The size of the pulsed currents i . and i2 is maximised by 
keeping the resistance of the circuit as low as possible and making 
the time constants as l arge as possible by maximising CI , C1 and 
The pulsod currents i . and i2 , therefore, flow through the 
sample in opposite directions, with a phase difference of YT/2 in 
the chopper cycle , forming a resultant alternating current which is 
not impeded by C3, as shown in fig . 9. 
Therefore , the galvanometer current i, does not decrease in 
successive cycles but produces a steady deflection whenever I+(W-S) 
1:- o · ~Jhen W = S, V(3 dec~ys to zero and t)"V, :: 6. Vl.:: 0, so that 
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In the circuit shown in fig . 8, Vs = VI1 and a resistive 
balance is obtained when W = WI. The resistivity can then be 
deduced from equation (3 . 3) . If the two- pole , two-position switch 0 
is set in the dashed position for measuring the Hall coefficient , 
then Vs = Vl4 • At frequencies above 10 c . p. s . no temperature 
difference can be created across the sample by ~eans of the Ettinghausen 
effect . Further , any dir ct voltages set up by other means are 
blocked off by C , so that the balance is not affected . If the 
circuit then balanc~s t W = W1 ' the Hall coefficient can be deduced 
from equation (3 . 4) . 
The circuit used in the experimental work and the opera tional 
procedure adopted is discussed in the following sections . 
3 . 1 . 2. The ieasuring Circuit . 
The measuring circuit shown in fig . 10 was used to obta in the 
experimenta l values of the electrical resistivity and Hall coefficient . 
A Farnell six- step , 0 -+ 30 volt stabilised power sup ly, 
S. P.S. generated a direct current through the primary circuit 
containing tho milliameter , o A, the chopper unit M, and the 125~ 
protective resistor T. By means of the chopper unit , M" the direct 
current flowing through the primary circuit was converted into an 
alternating current in the secondary circuit containing the O.l!l 
standard resistor , A, the resistance network made up of B, C, D, E, 
F, G and H which comprise the balancing resistor "W" , and the sampl e . 
Resistors Band C wore hieh stability Muirhead resistors having 
v lues of lon llnd In respoctively . Resistors D and E were 
laboratory m do Kanthal resistors having nOMinal values of O.ln 
and 0 .01!l respectivoly , whilo resistor G was given a value of 
10011 . The rem ining thre - terminal , ten-turn non- inductive, 25ft 
Helipot Hand th five-dial (10 x 10- 1 , 1, 10, 102 , 103 11 ) 
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By suitably setting switches U and V the potential difference 
across the nehlOrk could be matche;d aBainst that derived from the 
sample by means of the opera tion of the chopper circuit . The values 
of the network component r esistors were chosen so that a very 
accurate resistive balance could be obtained in the range 10ill 
to well below 10- ~11, and also allowing the Hall voltages to be 
measured to a 0.25jUV accuracy without difficulty . 
The reversing switch N allovled the potential difference over 
the resistance network to be reversed so that the circuit can 
accommodate both n- type and p- type samples . The two- pole three 
position switch enable d the appropriate sample shunt I, J and K, of 
1 3 * values 10[2, 10[2 and 10!) rcsp&ctively , to be selected . The three-
pole, tt'!o- position switch 'O enabled either the sanple r esis tance or 
the Hall coefficient to be meesured . Three 100~F paper capacitors 
supplied by Hunt Ltd ., were chosen for the capacitors C" C1 and 
After extensive testing under experimental conditions, the 
Tinsley galvanomet er Type 5656, Gv,was found to be most suitable for 
this circuit. This has a sensitivity of 170 mmOuA, with a resistance 
of 480 and a very robust moveMent . A primary spot registers the 
deflection and this is optically magnified to produce a secondary 
image . Even under conditions of severe overload the primary spot 
r emains a t the edge of the scale , the travel of the galvanoneter 
coil be ing constrained for this purpose . The suspension is also made 
so that under these conditions the galvanoI:le t er does not "stick", 
whereas most other galvanometers of this sort of sensitivity are 
prone to "stickll and do not return to the same zero after overloading. 
In order to prevent such occurrences the galvanometer was furnished 
2 3 
wi th a series resistance adjustable at values of zero, 10 n, lon, 
5 "1 
10il and 1011 for reducing the galvanometer current . 
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By measuring the potentia l difference developed across the 
t er minal s of a chronel-a lumel thermocouple , TC I , with the 
potentiometer , Q, the sample t emper a ture could be deduced . The 
choppers M. , M2 and M3 may be given appropria t e settings in the 
following manner . In the Tinsley LOli Ther mal Chopper used for this 
work, the three choppers M" M2 and M3 ar e all operated by eccentric 
bearings screwed to the ar m of an electric motor driven a t 35 c.p . s . 
The r el a tive orientations of the eccentric bearings de termine the 
relative phase angles a t which the choppers make and break contact 
in the chopper cycle . The lengths of time for which a given chopper 
makes and breaks el ectrica l contact is governed by setting screws. 
By adjust ing these the period of contact may be increased or reduced 
es desired . Therefore , in order to produce the required chopping 
pa tterns , shown in fie . 9 , the eccentrics must be r eorienta t ed on the 
rotor arm and the setting screws must be suitably ad justed . This can 
conveni ently and a ccurately be done by a ttaching a pointer to the 
rotor ar n which can rotate over a fixed concentric protractor s cale . 
If an avone t er i s connected across the t wo terminals under 
investi gation, turning the rotor arm causes a small resistance to be 
r egi s t er ed when contact is made and an infinite resistance to be 
r egis t er ed when contact i s broken . Using the protractor, tho angl cs 
at which contact i s made and broken for chopper M, may be measured . 
The period of contact may then be ad justed by means of se tting screws . 
By repeating this procedure with the second chopper, MA , the phase 
relationship between the two choppers may bo found. The eccentric 
bearings and set screws may then be used to establish the correc t 
phase patter ns and contact periods for this chopper . By repeating 
the same process for the third chopper , M3 , the process may be 
completed . 
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3.1. 3. Heasurerlent Procedur e and Accuracy . 
After s1d tching on the chopper and power supply the 
resistance of the network BCDEFGH was altered until a null 
deflection was r ecorded on the galvanometer , Gv • The resistance of 
the neb-lark 'I'Ias then e'lual to the resistance of the sample . The 
value of this r es i stance was then obtained by s topping the chopper 
so that a steady direct current flowed through the O. l a standard 
r es istor , A, the ba l ancing r esi stor BCDEFGH and the sample . After 
switching the galvanometer Gvinto the circuit of the potentiometer , 
Q, and setting switch R as shown , the potential difference across 
the standard resistance, A, was measur ed . By means of Ohm ' s Law 
the current flowing through A, the ba l ancing resistance BCDEFGH and 
the sample was deduced . By then se tting switch M to the dotted 
position and using switch R, the potentia l difference across the 
ba l ancing r es i s t ance was a l s o obtained . Knowing the potential 
difference a cross the balancing resistance and the current flowing 
through it, a further application of Ohrl ' s Law gave the r esistance 
of both t he balancing network and the sampl e . 
The accuracy of this cir cuit was t ested using a series of 
standar d r esi s t ances to s i mulate the sample resistance . For each 
s t andar d resistance the circuit was balanced several times and the 
aver aee value deduced is given in the t able belo'l'l . 
I I 
I Standard I Bal ancing Accuracy Mean Resistance Resistance 
I 
AW/W Devi a tion 
(Sample) .!l I 'vT 11 (t) 
I 10- 3 1.003 x 10- 3 0 . 003 0 .004 
I 
10- 2 0 . 9985 x 10 -2 0 . 002 0 . 003 
10 
-I 1.001 X 10- 1 0 .001 0 . 008 
1 1. 004 0 . 004 0 . 005 
10 0 . 9997 x 10 0 . 0003 0 . 001 -
10 :l 0 . 997 X 10 2 0 . 003 0 . 005 
10 3 0 . 960 x 10 1 ! 0 . 041 0 . 042 I 1 
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Plates 1 and 2 show general views of the apparatus used in 
the present work . Plate 3(a) shows the sample holder, a description 
of which is given below. 
3. 1 . 4. The Sample Holder . 
The material chosen for the sample holder was pyrophyllite , 
a naturally occurring nineral . This is a machinable electrical 
insulator capabl e of withstanding a wide r anee of temperature. The 
material is machined in its soft , raw state and then heat treated at 
12000 C when it becomes a hard ceramic . 
The pyrophyllite was initially shaped into an "I" section . 
A groove was sunk into the middle part of th~ "I" section , parallel 
to the long edges of the sample holder . A central portion of this 
groove , long enough to accommodate the sample, was given a 
rectangular section , while the rest of the groove was given a dove-
tail section . Three metal blocks, fashioned in chromel , were given 
dovetail base sections to fit in the dovetail sections of the groove , 
two on one side and one on the other side of the sample . Eight B.A. 
threads were cut into two of these blocks to take small lock nuts 
which were used to secure current leads and form current contacts on 
either side of the sample . A chromel-alumel thermocouple Te l ' 
brazed deep into a hole drilled in the third block was used to 
record the sample temperature . An elliptical spring was placGd 
between the thermocouple block and the current contact block to 
ensure that good electrical contact was maintained between the current 
contacts and the sample . Since molybdenum retains its spring 
properties over a very wide r ange in temperature , the elliptical 
spring , of width 0 . 06" and thickness 0 . 005" , was constructed from this 
material. 
Molybdenum ,'lire of diameter 0 . 039" was used to make the three 
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of the \dre and the point contact was produced by r educing the 
diameter to 0. 003" at one end . Chrome I l eads were ",elded to the 
other end of each probe connecting to the electrica l circuit . 
The probes were l ed through 0.040" diameter holes , drilled 
in the top and bottom faces of the sample holder , to the sample . 
The l on th of the probes was such tha t , in place , their l-Telded 
ends stood above the top and bottom faces of the s~ple holder . 
Pressure was appli ed on the probes, ensuring good electrical contact 
with tho sample , by means of molybdenum s prings . These were shaped 
to s lide over the top and hotton faces of t he sample holder and 
press on the probes . The pressure exer t ed on the sample by the 
probes then clepended on the extent by which they ar e overlapped by 
their springs . 
A simpl e tool was constructed which enabled these springs 
to be simply pressed out of 0.005" thick , 0.875" wide nolybdenun 
strip. Thicker materia l was found to be unsuitable as the pressure 
adjustment becano l ess sensitive , increasing the likelihood of 
sampl e fra cture . The gener a l f eatures of the sample holder 
described above ar e r eadily r ecognisable in Plute 3(a) . 
3.1. 5. The Furnace . 
In orde r to obtain large magnetic f ields the separation of 
the poles of the magnet must be kept as small as possible . This sets 
an upper limit on the diameter of the furnace tube which must fit 
between the poles . Accordingly , a 1" inside diameter , l in outside 
diameter, 2 ' long cylinder of impervious Mullite was selected for the 
furnace tube . A 30n heating element of 0. 05" thick , 0 . 20" wide 
Knnthal tape was wound on the centre lon section of the furnace tube 
and cement ed in place using alumina cement . A quartz fibre layer , 
bound with Refrasil t ape was then used to thermally and el ectrically 
insulate the furnace . 
The ends of the Mullite tube were initially uneven and were 
ground flat , using finely divided silicon carbide, to form part of 
a vavuum seal. The seal was completed by clamping the ends of the 
furnace tube against flat gasket neoprene valves, mounted in water 
cooled co ~per and brass end caps. The latter were connected to the 
pumping line as shown schematically in Fig.11. 
The larger of the furnace end caps was fitted with a 
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bracket enabling it to support a long ttl diameter Chromel bar to 
which the sample holder could be bolted. The bar, which carried 
polished molybdenum radiation shields on either side of the sam y'le 
holder, allowed the latter to be supported clear of the furnace walls 
at the centre of both the furnace and the magnetic field. 
The same end cap was supplied with a Penning Gauge to measure 
the pressure of the system and a glass/metal seal by which the electrical 
and thermocouple leads were brought out of the vacuum system. A further 
small tube seal , shown blanked off, was included to enable the end 
cap to perform its dual function as the outer container of a simple 
cryostat, described later. 
The pumping line attached to the larger end cap was connected 
to the Metrovac GB2 diffusion pump, the roughing and backing valves, 
the Pirani Gauge and the Metrovac GDR1 rotary pump. After evacuating 
the system with the rotary pump, the Pirani Gauge was then used to 
ensure that the pressure was sufficiently low before the diffusion 
pump and Penning Gauge were acti~ated. The pumping line also 
contained a needle valve by which nitrogen could be introduced to 
the evacuated system in order to prevent samle oxidation at high 
temperatures and an air inlet valve for re easing the vacuum. 
The circuit in Fig.12 shows the Smith Temperature Controller 
which governed the heater current to the furnace. The temperature 
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was switched on so that the on/off indicator light was illumina ted . 
The voltage supplied to the heating elenent was determined by the 
variac setting. The furnace temperature was comnunicated by the 
nitrogen gas to the control theroocouple, Tel' secured to the 
chrome 1 bar near the saople . 
If the furnace temperature exceeded the temperature setting, 
the control thermocouple, TC2 , acting as a sensing device for the 
t empera ture controller , causes the latter to trigger the Sunvic 
Vacuum Switch . By this means an extra 1. 5n resistance was switched 
into the 30n heater circuit , thereby r educin6 the furnace current . 
The furnace temperature then dropped below the temperature setting, 
whereupon the temperature controller reversed its role causing the 
extra l . Sn r esistance to be switched out , increasing the furnace 
current . 
The temperature controller, therefore, allowed the furnace 
teoperature to cycle about the desired mean value . The amplitude of 
the temperature oscillation about the mean temperature depended on 
the variac setting. To minimise this amplitude the optimum variac 
setting was used . The latter was found by switching out the 
tomperature controller and measuring the equilibrium teoperature 
achieved by the furnace, for several variac settings . The smallest 
anplitudo of the temperature oscillation for a given variac setting 
was then obtained by setting the te~perature control 5% less than the 
equilibrium temper ature . In this way the calibration graph of 
optimum variac settings against temperature control settings shown 
in Fig. l3 was obtained . Using these values the amplitude of the 
temp rature cycl a t the hi6hest temperature settings did not excc8d 
10K. 
By drawing n thermocouple through the furnace at equilibrium 
temperatures and recording the t emperatures nt variable points along 
700 Fig. 13 
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Fig. 14 
TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF FURNACE 
Zero indicates the sample location at the centre of the furnace. 
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the furnace , the teoperature profiles of the furnace shown in 
Fig. 14 were deduced . 
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At all temperatures a central teoperature plateau was in 
evidence , which decreased in size as the teoperature was raised. 
From this work it wns clear that the teoperature was uniform at the 
value recorded by thermocouple , TC ., over the entire sample length . 
3. 1 . 6 . Simple Cryostat . 
Earlier it was mentioned that the l arger furnace end cap was 
used as the outer container of a simple cryosta t . To form the 
cryostat the furnace tube was unclamped and reooved along with the 
frontal plnte of the large end cap . The bracket supporting the 
chrome 1 bar was unscrewed and the sample holder was unbolted . As 
the chromel bar was not used in the cryostat it was discarded along 
with its support . The copper liquid nitrogen reservoir could then 
be slid into the end cap . After removing the blank from the tube 
seal , the liquid nitrogen reservoir could then be lifted on to a 
tufnol stand so that the steel loading pipe , used to pour in the 
liquid nitrogen , protruded through the seal . The seal could then be 
renade as shown in Fig. 15 . 
The sample holder was then rebolted to a long copper bar 
brazed to the liquid nitrogen reservoir, as shown in Plate 3. A 
copper shield was then screwed to the copper bar over the sample and 
thermocouple , TC
" 
to protect them from direct radiant heat and 
ensure that the temperature recorded was accurately that of the 
sample . The frontal plate of the l arge end cap was then replaced , 
a short brass tube of tho same diameter was exchanged for the 
furnace tube and the vacuum systeo was reclamped together . In order 
to keep the saople between the poles of the magnet an extension pipe 
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The puoping syste~ a llowed the pressures neasured by the 
-5 Penning Gauge to be reduced to 10 m. m. Hg. Fully charging the 
liquid nitrogen reservoir , then allowed the tempera ture of the 
o sample to be r educed to a steady value of about 100 K for 
approxina t ely It hours . The inward heat flovT arose nainly through 
the walls of the steel loading tube , the tufnol stand and the 
el ectrica l and ther mocouple l eads . This was nininised by drilling 
holes in the 3/16" tufnol stand and using a 1/32" vwll thickness 
for the loading tube . This meant tha t if the liquid nitrogen was 
not replenished , after It hours the sample tenperature slowly 
approached roon t enpe r a ture over a further 2 hour period . This 
allowed further r eadings to be t aken at tenperatures botween lOOoK 
and room tenperature . 
Disconnecting the punping line and brass tube a lso a llowed 
another further measurement to be d na e by directly i mmersing the 
sample holder in a dewar vessel containing liquid nitrogen. 
3. 1. 7. Magne t and Fluxmeter . 
The magnet used was a 4" Type A El t ec romagnet made by 
Nawpopt Instruments which was powered by a Type H154 power supply 
of the sane make . A feature of this power SUpry~y is i~s aU~ODatic 
current reversing facility . However , due to the design of the output 
t etor accurate adjustment of the current i s very difficult , curren amI3 , 
t ~dJ'ustQent to exactly the same nagnetic field nnkin ~ cons i sten ~ 
inpossiblo . This difficulty waS overcomo by i ntroducing a multi-
OMM,o ter between the power supply and the ran e C. Mbriu c Unipivot ~u,. 
na t . Thio in tr nt nllo\ ~d v ry accurate setting of the magne t 
current , t co t of losin tho autootlti c reversing facility . Us ing 
the Unipivot 'U'Ull t r d' r ct curr nta betl ... een O.ll and 20A couln be 
th 0 ~ After setting sot to [In nee r ey which ' ... C\O usually less an • :)/u . 
tho errant , tho Typ Hl54 pow~r supply guaranteed the current 
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stability to ±1 part in 10, over a period of t hour. 
A Norma Model 251F, shown in Plate 3(b) was used to 




5 x 10 
which 
turns 
_ b - 3 division. to 5 x 10 '''ebers per scale 
is also shown in Plate 3(b) was composed 
- 2 . t' B M • The magnetic 1nduc 10n, , was then 
B (Gauss) = Range x deflection 
Coil Area Turns (cm) 
The search 
of 100.5 x 10-£4-
given by 
The calibration was carried out in the following way. The 
magnet current was taken up to its maximum value and then lowered 
to desired setting. The search coil was placed in the centre of 
the magnetic field and then swift y removed from the inf uence of 
the magnetic field. The deflection and range were t hen noted and 
the above formula \-,as a pplied. 'rhis orocess was re '1eated three times 
before inverting the search coil . and gaining three more deflections 
in the op~osite direction. The magnet current was then reduced to 
zero and the current generator was switched off. The current leads 
on the Unipivot ammeter were then reversed and the direction of 
current flow from the power supoly was also reversed. The current 
, 
was then taken up to its maximum value and again lowered to the 
previous setting. Six further readings were then taken, so that the 
results shown in table 3.1 are an average of twelve results. 
The homogeneity of the magnetic field was examined set t ing 
the magnet current at 12A, and taking measurement as above at two 
points on 8 cm. vertical and horizontal diameters, of the pole-pieces. 
Over a typical sample length (S . L.) of 1.0cm., the spread of magnetic 
field was 
A BS.1. = 13 G. for B :P' 7,300 G. 
(~ ) 
- ~ . = 1. 7 x 10 G. .. 
S.L 
Over a typical sample width (S.W.) of 0.2cm., the snread 
TABLE 3. 1. 
Mll.GNET RANGE. X MAGNETIC (MhGNETIC 
CURRENT AVERAGE INDUCTION INDUCTION)" 
(AMPS) DEFLECTION (B) ( B)'l 
Iv/ SKT . mns Gauss Gauss :1-I 
~ i 
I 
0.05 9. 5 x 5 x 10- 0 47 0 . 221 x 10 4-
0.10 18 . 9 x 5 x 10-1; 94 0 . 884 x 10 c.. 
0.30 55 . 6 x 5 x 10- 6 277 7.64- x 10 '+ 
0 . 50 96 0 2 x 5 x lO- b 475 22 . 6 x 10 '+ 
LOO 119.6 x 1 x 10- 5 1191 1.32 x 10 (, 
2 . 00 112 . 7 x 2 x 10-5 2235 4. 99 x 10 " 
3. 00 65 . 77 x 5 x 10-S' 3272 10 . 7 x 10 {, 
4.00 84 . 52 x 5 x 10-· S 4205 16 .0 x 10(, 
5. 00 100 . 2 x 5 x 10- 5 4986 24 . 9 x 10° 
7.00 120.8 x 5 x 10- 5 6011 36.1 x 10 6 
10 .0 139 . 2 x 5 x 10- 5 6927 48 . 0 x 10' 
12 . 0 73.65 x 1 x 10-4- 7328 53 . 7 x lO b 
15 . 0 78 . 35 x 1 x 10- 4 7796 60 . 8 x 10(, 
of ffiQgnetic field was 




1 x 10- 4 
The above results indicated that the magnet ic field WQS 
very honogeneous and that the positioning of the saople bebreen 
the pole- pieces was not critical. 
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3. 1. 8. Sample Preperntion and Experinent al Errors . 
I nAs . 
A s li tt ing wheel was used to cut a sample fron a l ar ge ingot 
of pure InA3. The saMpl e of l ength , 1 = 1. 0 cm. , average width 
b = 0. 165 cn ., und thicknoss d = 0 . 141 cm. , was used in a preli ni nar y 
invest i " tion des i gned to exnnine the performance of the sample holder, 
furnace und cryostat , under oper ational conditions . In order to 
ensure that good electrical cont act was maintnined with the current 
contacts of the sanple holder , the ends of th0 saopl e were pl ated with 
copper . 
I nSb! NiSb . 
As I nSb/NiSb i s nndo up of unidirectionally orient a t ed rod 
like inclus ions of highly conducting NiSb in a natrix of I nSb , there 
arc three prino diroctions in which tho Hall coefficient , el ectrica l 
conductivi ty and "n:l notoresis tance" behaviour nay be Mcr.sured . The 
samp10s 1 , 2 and 3 cut in those orientations a re described in the t abl e 
belorl . 
Sanp1e Orientntion Inclus ion rods (cg ) b(cr.: ) d(cm) 
1 A II B , ol I 1. 2 0 . 159 0 . 107 
2 B J. B , 1.1 1. 2 0 . 166 0 . 126 
3 C ol B , II I 1. 2 0 . 143 0 . 119 
The sanples of l ength , R , width , b , and thickness , d , listed 
above were cut from a 1 . 2 cn . cube of InSb/Ni Sb . Each of these samples 
was also gi ven copper pla t ed large a r ea end contacts . 
Cle~rly , by r educing the magnetic field to zero the two 
orient tions A and B bocane oloctricallY i dentical . Therefore , only 
two prime ol octricnl conductivities , or. for saMples 1 and 2, and cr.. 
for sampl e 3 aro possibl f or inclus ion rods r espectively perpendicul ar 
and paralle l to tho di r ction of current flow . The Hall coefficients 
r o dosign~t d R: nnd RC. H according to th orienta tion of the 
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inclus ion rods with r espect to the magne tic field and sample current . 
The systec of notation wns then completed by referring to the three 
pri~e r el ative re s i s t nnces produced by InSb/NiSb in orientations A, B 
and C as r
A
, r 6 nnd rc . 
Fron the r esults given in section 3. 1. 3. it i s clear that the 
error in censuring the resistance of the sanple i s very small . Due to 
the snall sizes of the sampl es used , however , the r es istivity given by 
(3 . 3) may be subj ect to a dimensional error of~. The Hall 
coefficient given by (3.4) May also be in error by ~ so tha t the 
mobility ivan by (2. 34 ) i s subj ect to an error of 6%. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
4.1 . THERMAL METHODS . 
4. 1. 1. Thermal Conductivity and Thermoelectric Power. 
The thermal conductivity of the InSb/NiSb eutectic was 
s5 
measured using the series comparative method of Stuckes and Chasmar. 
A specimen in the shape of a rectangular block was formed 
into the central member of a seven layer stack as shown in Fig. 16., 
This consisted of two identical upper and lower cylinderical parts in 
a copper , F/R steel , copper succession , on either side of the sample . 
The F/R steel layers , made from material supplied by Firth Brown Ltd., 
were alloyed to the copper layers in a permanent bond of negligible 
thermal resistance . The F/R steel layers then acted as standards of 
known thermal conductivity from which the relative value of the 
thermal conductivity of the sample could be calculated . 
An insulated Nichrome heater, wound on a stainless steel 
former, l1as placed on top of the stack. A small pressure was 
applied to the heater by means of a low thermal conductivity steel 
ball and sliding bridge . The large copper base on which this 
assembly was mounted acted as a heat sink and drew preferentially 
downwards through the stack. vilien heat losses from the stack 
were equal to the heat suppled to the stack , by means of the heater 
an equilibrium state is achieved and steady temperature gradients are 
set up in each layer of the stack. These were measured using 
thermocouples 1 -t 6 which ,,,ere inserted in small holes drilled into 
the copper elements, near their boundries . Accurate measurement of 
the position of each thermocouple in its layer enabled allowance t o 
be made for the temperature drop between the thermocouple and the 
copper/ teel or oopper/sample interfaces . 
Two oopper leads , not shown in Fig. 16 , were attached to the 
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tho therno01octric voltago ev010pud across the saop1e froe the 
ppliad thoroal rndiont . 
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Hoat lossos by convQction and conduction could clearly be 
oiniJJise by workin in t\ V(, CUUfl . Ho\'Wvcr , Stuckes found that under 
these conditions it W.!lS rl ifficult to naintain gool theroal contact 
and 00 oloctricnl insulation sinultancou ly between the therMo-
couples xnd tho t ck. This probl n wns overcone by preventing the 
thornoco plo junctions fron touch in the a lls of their housings and 
usin nn inort os as n tha~1 1 conductor . Heat losses were r educed 
by surroun ing ho 
Ii . If tho tenpo 
tnck with holloN rd ring and n large copper 
turo of tho st ck di d not greatly exceed the 
nobient tonpor~tur tho ra iant heat losses were sonll since both 
tho gu:\rcl rin , and tho cop ar lid wero in good ther al contact with 
tho copper bnso and cted s redi tion shields . Two further the r oo-
couplos 7 'lnd 8 vlur ttnchod to thu gu"'rd ring in order to oeasure 
the nob1ent to, pvr t r oo 
Tho thorn 1 con uctivity pp rutus described above was 
9upport in 0 l , rgo co ncity furnace fitted with a punping system , 
n tenpor turo control pyro .o tor nnd nn inert as supply. 
4. 1. 2. _S_:\O~P~t __ ~~~-==-~~ __ =-~~=-~ 
A lit tin \lhe 1 1'1"19 usotl to cut tuo sanples along the 
principlo dir!~etion of '1n InSb/N ' Sb i GO t . These worl:J such that 
whon th snM '" pInc in tho stnck, their inclusion rods ,,,ere 
ori nt tad p~rnll 1 to tho tl..:!'l rrlture adient in ono c!'lse and 
rpon leul 0 h vnpor"turo ~Jiont in the other . In this 
netho it sanple 0 llltnins good theroal contact 
with th 0 h r nb 1.'0 of ho otnck . Thorefore , the saoples were 
roun fInt , in1 illlly ing fino carborundum pol>,der ~·lith an iron lap 
on finally us1 0 1c 1 ndo nluniniuo oxide powder and a glass 
l np. Th a pl ~ r thon thoroughly cle ned with water , alcohol and 
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~thcr bofor' bein ickel pl~t d. Nickel wns use. in preference to 
coppur sinco tho 1. ttor diffus s s lowly into InSb on prolonged 
exposur to hi h cnp rQtur~s . It was found, however , that the 
QPplic~tion of n v ry thin prelininnry l ayer of copper greatly 
assi te the dhos ion of the Nickol plating. After renoving the 
p1 ~tin fro ~ll ~v tho top nnd botton surfaces , the lengths , 
wi ths nd th1ckneosus of tho S oplos ,1 en in the above order were 
(0 . 766 , 0 . 647 , 0 . 218) c . • and (0 . 747 . 0 . 675 , 0 . 136) c ~ . respectively. 
Usin Bnk rI a fluid ~nd uro indiun solder , the top and 
bottoo urfnc s of tho s ples, rtl t hen "tinned" with a soldering 
iron. Sinilnr rin i ns , c1 nnin and tinning processes were also 
pp1iG to the copp r fncos hioh wero place ad jacent to the sample 
in th stnck . Aft~r wnahi off oxc~ss flux , the stack was 
n.soonbl od on n hot pI' t whioh w shoat d until the solder was again 
olton . Thl h r nocoupl holo wor thon nliane and the position of 
t he srlMpl Hll. l t r un 11 it w,s co-nxinl with th stack. A snall 
oi ht w s thon pl c on top of th at ck which was allowed to cool 
slowly wi h tho hot pl~t • 
Thc q 011 ty of h oon t l".cts produc d in this way \'1 s assessed 
at roo tlJrl by p rJ. sin known ~ 1 ern tin current through 
th trtck ~n r.t urint h " It n '1 in volta u pronuced between the 
cop r byor bl'ic\ in M l u, usin n vn1vo v01tooter . The 
resio '\nco of th ond 1 o cont ct VI s cr~lcu1a t ed by using 
Oh I Lew. Fron viou 1y no"). Ul' d r s istivity and sanple 
dil:1on ion , ho 1'0 i t'lnoo of ho onnpl 'vl:lS lso calculated . A 
clo corro ond no botwo n this d tho bove value suggested that 
goo loc io~l con (lot , h no d thorn 1 contact , had been 
tt ina . 
1x Chro' j S , I n of 0 .005" wire were 
(;d in th , ok ~n wo ur h r r ocouplcs were fitt d into the 
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ar rin . Th thornocouplo wir s wore ins l uted froo their 
housin by fin , doublt.:- oro ulunin.:l tubin pIeced nenr their 
welded hot junctions . Sn 11 lon ths of sin le bore alumina tubing 
ere thon uso on ~oh oopnr to wir , followed by woven gl ass 
slcov1n which 10 to'll sS/ Clotsl v cuun seal through lihich the 
dres p.:lssud. Cop r lO:lds wore br zed to the other ends of the 
tho ocouplo Tiros to 0 tho col junctions of the thernocouple . 
Since th~ ton r~turo diff r nco betwoen adjacent ther~ocouples were 
Sl'!ltlll , it w~.s os on tinl hn t ho cold junc tions of a ll the therno-
couplos w ro n in ~1not t tho sano tenperntur e . This was assured 
by ooply insurtin tho in lntcn col junctions into equidist.:lntly 
s c hoI s rill on conc tric rOo ius of n nassive copper 
cylindor . A n rcury n Inso hornomottJr \ s then use to de ternine 
tho t~mporn ur of tho cold unctions . 
Tho outp 1 n 3 of tho hornocoupl os were wired to a 
tho 0 loct 1c fro Multiw y swi tch lo~din to n Diesselhorst type 
themo loctr1c r u po ntionut r suppli d with gnlvnnooet er nnd 
photocell nnpli i r . This nnbl od th~ ~ . n . f .' s ond differential 
e . n . f .' of ucc 9 iv th ocoupies to be oensur e . The easureoents 
po od op across 0 ch layer to be dete roined with 
o~t cc low d ho vor tccpernture of the l ayer 
to bo c' ur an t1 
ho six hot j nc ion o· th har ocouples , insulated fro~ the 
ooppor hou 1n 
h If ny 
to fix h 
tho ok hn 
previo ly b 
tho .ocoupl 
j cUon . T 
y hair lunin 01 ovin , were throaded just over 
nok . St'I 11 radial copper bolts werE; then used 
in ion . The six thor. ocouples used in 
y eho n froo l or batch th~t hnd 
U. Thi' h d b an done by annenlin the 
n blo k in!l to tho t U90 for the cold 
ir vol . ~ ou hon r cordo at various 
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r-turon whon h furnl co wr. in quilibriun. The six therno-
coupl s ivin~ cl0 
then a~l~ctc for u 
4 . 1 . 3. 
t n rlJl..:f'l n OV r tho 'hole teoperuturc range were 
in h :l 10k. 
Aft l' vnc ~tion . h furn~co wns led off nd filled with 
nitro n r..nint wad rlt 
pr ssur . 
rOG. uro a11 tly rCJ:ltor thoo atoosphe ric 
co unjc~to the tanper ture of the copper 
blocks 0 heir ro 
ox! tio . 
cU" 1 s ~nd also pruvented sanple 
"El ctroflo" 
tho f rnoo to 
r~tur oontrol pyron~ter , which allowed 
i v n tOL, rn tur an the s tnck heater 
W l' thon ith t 0 nt t 
equ111briur. w cl thu di ct 
pro in h th ocouplu VIr 
O~ lf"V . Th r [1( 1n w r tlk n in 
th t ~y 11 ht vr'lrin 10 of' ok 
account . Th hOfl r wn 
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lIZ 
00 
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ith toopernture . 
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o lectric volt ge 
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n fter each 
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furn.co run to chock thnt th aut ctic sanples had not been changed 
by the the nl trontnont nn also to check th~t the indiun contacts 
wore still sufficiontly ood . 
4. 1. 4 . To ry of tho 
An oxpresa1on fol' tho thert1nl conductivity of the saople is 
derive 1n the followin nnnnor . Let he S ople end two standard 
layers 0 tho st~ck h Vu th rno1 conductivities , K, cross- sectional 
areas , At :'tnrI thicknessos t, which nay be distinguished by the 
ppropri to sub cripts 1 , 2 on' 3, proce din down the stack. 
Tho o.pplic'1tion of'l h rn 1 grmliont , AT, across each l ayer 
C U8~S U flow of hU:l t , A H, hrou h tho cen trnl pI nne of the l ayer as 
shcI'ln in Fi . 17 . 
Lot t , bo th t npcr~turv diffvr~nce be uen the average 
teapor tur of l~y s 1 nn 2 'In tho surrounding toper ture acquired 
by the "lr rin. . r'urthur , 1 t • t Q th surf:lce area betvreen the 
contro of 1 ~nd 2 d ~ bo tho surfnce ~ren betw en 2 and 3, end h 
be tho hO'lt 10 0 r unit 'urf c ~ro~ r degro excess over the 
surroun in t M r~tur . Th n 
H, = AIl) l\1 hAt2 and 
6 H, Ali, + {n, t , + a~ At1 )h 
A H ~ ] 
Fro (2. SS ), K ivine; 
K2= { ~ T, (4 . 1) 
Tl I 
For vetic nnplo , K;z. b cor os K .. nd K.,L. for the 
ro ct1vo c ou of 1ncl aion ro s "rnll 1 nnd r ndiculnr to the 
t ntu I,)nt L\T . 
If th t i nt AT,. produc s ~ corrected 
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the oolE.ctrie vol tt 0 AV1 , nel th thorno loctric power of the 
cop r is n 1 cod , hon tho nbsolute thomoalcctric power of the 
eutectic io ivon by 
Tho thorno 
0( = V~ 
AT:& 
ric pow r of th tw sar.ples ar e then 
donotc.d by " ::\n 1 J! nccordin to ho :lbov .... convantion . 
4 . 1. 5. .::::E~x=:..:.;.;;=::.:..:.;:.....:..:.. 
Tho aolu 0 hor I'll COil' uc i ity of Ax.co Iron was measured 
s 
by Powoll tho •• t . up 0 7200K. Identi~ 1 oaterial was used by 
Stuck", to for.. h n C ssnry f or co par.ti ve oensurenent 
of th thor:'1l conducti 1 y of F/H t 01 , over the saoe runge . The 
value tl wor cOr:lp~r c.l with tho, bsolutc ther ool conductivities 
l so ob ~in d by Pow 11 fron Mnt ri~l of the sane conposition and 
h t trod . n F/H 01. nt w~s obtaino t o However , 
sinc~ tho xp r on 01 rror in Po oll Is n asureoents was of order 
2,% , ~ sinilnr rror nu b o h thernal conductivities 
obtainol by t eke . A F/H a 01 was used t o f om the 
stnndn of IJn npp~rntu9 , thoir tho al con uctivities a re 
tnkon fro Powoll ' r n , ro subjoct to a 2!% error . 
Erroro inn ~ 1 0 r du,- to the s ple dioensions 
an he rro in no ur Mont , so hot n over all error of 
3% r.: .y o pr n in o h KII n K.&., 
Th rno 1 eric p wor of he eutectic was deduced 
by i orin th lootrio Ow r of the copper in the 
coppur- t Th intro duc s n error or or er 2% in 
tho m v uo of ,, :'In .L: 
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CHAPrER 5 . 
5. 1. STEREOSC ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
5. 1. 1. .=:;S...::.:...:~=:-;:.-.;z:o.:......;=--..:=;.;:. 
On conpl tin thc thorn 1 .onsurcnents the two san pies of 
InShI iSb wor cle non an polished with dinnond rit . After etching 
the pollahe a r oos for n short time with a concentrated cixture of 
nitric c1 , hy rochlor10 ~o1d nd ~cutic acid, the saoples were 
moun to ~ pl c d in n Star 03c~n Eloctron Microscope . A series of 
photo .ph t v r10uD n. nif10 tiona WIlS then taken , showing sections 
of InSbl i5b per ond oulnr nnd rollal to the growth direction. 
In pl t 4 tho rOu hly circul r tr naverse cross sections of 
the iSb incl ion 
InSb n trix . In pl to 
inst the rker background of the 
lon itudinnl cross-sections of the 
inclusi()ns 1nll rly con ninst the back oun oatrix. 
The 0 photo r pho c1 nr1y how thnt the inclusions ore rod-like 
in 81' arnnc h 
appr c1 b1y. Fur hor 10 
tors of the rods varied 
i iention photo aphs enabl ed the 
distrib tion curv hown in Fi . 18 0 b plottod . The overage length 
and dinnot r of h inclu i()n wns ~D ~bli'hod to bo 2 . 20~ and O.72~ 
respec tv ly . 0 in hi i fo n ion nn n~tchin the photo raphs , the 
rntio of 1ncl frne inn! n rix volucc fraction hns been 
est O. 
sep:1r tiona of 
ro 9 ltr 
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Plate 4 . 
.. 
Sections of InSb/NiSb perpendicular to the growth 
direction, at various magnifications. 
X 7100 X 5500 
X 2200 X 1200 
Plate 5. 
Sections of InSb NiSb parallel to the growth 
direction, at various magnifications. 
X 6700 X 3500 
X 1340 X 670 
Fig.18 
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97.% IiSb by weight , possessed coarse grained crystallites of NiSb in 
add ition to a fine gr ained microstructure of InSb/NiSb . Sanples 
containing as little as 0 . 3%, by "might , nay be forMed in this way. 
They also found tha t a very uniforn fine gr a ined eutectic Micro-
structure coulcl be obtained from a nelt of 98 . 2% InSb and 1.8% NiSb , 
by weight . This material contained r egul arly placed inclusions of 
aver age l ength 50~ and average diaQeter lfA. 
The ingot of InSb/ NiSb used in the present work was drawn , 
fron a Qelt of the l ntter proportions , a t a pulling rate of til per 
hour . Since , hOYlever , the pulling r a te used by Wilheln and "[eiss is 
unpublished , the reasons for the differences in microstructure cannot 
be assessed . 
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CHAPTER 6 
6.1. Electrical · Properties of InAs. 
The Hall coefficient of the lnAs sample , shown in Fig.19 
remains negative over the complete range of measurement and indicates 
that donor impurities are present. If the concentration of donor 
atoms present is N. and all donors are ionised, then in the mixed 
conduction range c = nIp = (ND + n)/p. Substitution of this 
expression into equations (2.25) and (2.28), remembering that lnAs, 
like InSb, has a high mobility ratio, the equations (6.1) and (6.2) 
are obtained. 
R = - l~N + n)e 
If 
CS = ( No + n) :~f.'e 
In the extrinsic range Nt> )n so tha t the Hall coefficient 
takes a constant value given by R
H
= -l/Noe. Fig.19 clearly shows that 
the sample is extrinsic at and below room temperature and that 
1& 
No = 1. 40 x 10 donors/cc . 
At very high temperatures in the intrinsic range n,p»No , 
so that RH = -l/ne: -l/ni e . The variation of intrinsic carrier 
concentration with temperature may , therefore, be deduced from the 
temperature dependence of R~ and from this the energy gap , Eg , at 
absolute zero , may be calculated . Following this procedure a value 
of Eg = 0.44 eV was found from the present measurements . This is in 
reasonably good agree~ent with the value of (0.47 ± 0.02) eVe 
S7 
obtainea by Folberth, Madelung and Weiss. 
The electrical conductivity of the lnAs sample , as shown in 
Fig.20, falls slightly from the lower temperature values. Over this 
range of temperature, cr= Npe~nnd the reduction in electrical 
conductivity arises directly from the reduction in electron mobility. 
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) show that the electron mobility is 
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based on this equation is given in Fig. 21 . The value of the room 
2. -I -I 
temperature mobility is shown to be 20 ,00 cm. V . s • Above 
-1 ' 0 
room temperature the mobility follows an approximately ;Ue~ T 
S8 
relation. Chasmar has recorded a similar room temperature mobility 
~ -I - , If;, 
of 21 ,000 cm . V . • s with a sample of lnAs containing 5 x 10 
-3 donor atoms cm . • Above room temperature the mobility of this 
-,., 
sample was found to follow a ~o( T law . 
Fig . 22 shows that in the presence of a transverse magnetic 
field, Bz ' the resistivity of the lnAs sample ,!' , increases to a 
valu ~, so that 
This gra)h shows that a magnetic field of 7 Kg nroduces a 
7% increase in sample resistance . Using a sample of as ect ratio 8 , 
Sq !-I.s 
Chasmar obtained a Bz dependence , together with a 1 . Q~ increase in 
60 
sample resistance measured in a 7 Kg. magnetic field. ' /eiss also 
I ' ~S confirmed the presence of a B~ law with a 1. 47 change in sample 
resistance in a similar magnetic field . Weiss also demonstrated that 
by moving the resistance probes to the ends of the samFle , ( of aspect 
1· 65 
ratio 25 ) the Bz relation was retained and the increase in 
rf resistance was &i • Therefore , it is suggested that most of the 7/() 
change in resistance observed in the present measurements is of 
geometrical origin . The aspect ratio of the sample used in this work 
~ -I -\ 
was 6 . Since InAs has a mobility of 20,000 cm. V . s at room 
temperature and the sam le is extrinsic , it cannot be regarded as 
an extended sample . ~leiss ' s sam le of as ect ratio 25 must , however , 
ap roximate better t o the infinitely extended ca8e~ ao that the 6% 
discrepancy between the present measurements and those of Chasmar and 
Weiss can be attributed to the sample geometry . The theoretical basis 
1 ' 6~ 
of the B dependence is , however , not understood at present . 
Fig.21 
105 ELECTRON MOBILITY (f.le) V TEMPERATURE (T) 
FOR InAs 
it 2 V-' -1 
~e em. . s 
" 
Fig.22 
CHANGE IN RESISTIVITY ( !::l PB) V MAGNET IC FI ELD ( Bz ) 
RESISTIVITY p, 
FOR InAs AT 21°k 
5 10 
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The agr eenent between the present r esults on lnAs and r esults 
published by other workers , however , suggests that the sampl e hol der, 
furnnce and cryos t a t ar e all functioning correctly . 
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CHAPTER 7 
INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS . 
7.1 . Electrical Properties of InSb!NiSb. 
The room temperature (294oK) parameters are summarised in 
Table 7.1 below. They provide a useful reference in discussing the 
directional anisotropies of the electrical conductivity, Hall 
coefficient and "magnetoresistance" behaviour of ' samples 1, 2 and 3. 
TABLE 7. 1. 
Sampl e 1 2 3 
Orientation (x ) A B C 
0- n-I - I cm. 214 210 256 
R
X -I S 327 190 223 
H Coul. Cr.l . 
r" (7.3 Kg.) 1.44 9. 25 2. 84 
7 . 1 . 1 . Electrical Conductivity . 
As samples 1 and 2 both possess inclusions that lie 
perpendicular to the direction of current flow , their electrical 
con uctivities should , in theory, be .identical . Therefore , an 
avera e value of S of 212 O'-'cni.' has been taken for purposes of 
calculation. 
Sample 3, in which the inclusions lie parallel to the 
direction of current flow, possesses an electrical conductivitYI07t J 
of 256 .a.-Icm:' which is considerably greater than ~ . This improvement 
in electrical conductivity emerges through par.t of the InSb matrix 
being shorted out by the highly conducting NiSb inclusions . 
Theoretically , such an improvement could be attained by adding a 
small amount of NiSb in parallel to a sample of pure InSb , so that 
a parallel combination of resistors is formed as shown in Fig. 23(a) . 





SAMPLE 3 IN ORIENTATION C 
( b) 
SAMPLE 2 IN ORIENTATION B 
n' 
Aspect ratio of InSb layer = &, 
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is 'f, then a smaller volume ratio , )6, , is necessary to produce 
by means of this simple equivalent model , in which matrix-inclusion-
matrix current flow is eliminated . 
If the electrical conductivities of InSb and NiSb are cr, 
and ~ respectively , then for sample 3, 
0;, CJ· + CJ,.,¢. - • 
~, I -i" ¢. 
For ¢ .... 0 . 02 
0:. U. + ~¢, 0:- I 
The other electrical conductivity, ~ , observed with samples 1 and 
2 may arise from regular elements of InSb in series with very thin 
NiSb elements as in the composite model shown in Fig. 7 and in 
Fig.23(b). This model yields 
0;, + 95, 0"", 
0""001 IT, I + ¢.) 
puttinB cr:/(J'. = M, this gives 
• 
For ¢. ~ 0 .02 nnd M> 10 
This is essentially the same result as that obtained from the 
model of the InSb/Sb eutectic system put forward by Liebmann & 
Mill r, .. Thich consisted of an element of Sb in series with a parallel 
combination of Sb and InSb elements . 
Equa tion (7 . 4) sho .. rs that even if volume of NiSb in samples 
1 and 2 differ from each other and from sample 3, so long as the orders 
of rna itude arc comparable , equation (7.4) remains true , so that the 
electrical conductivity or i s characteristic of the InSb matrix • 
.4. 
From (7.2) and (7.4), 
+ M ¢ , (7.5) 
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Equation (7 .5) links the two principal electrical 
conductivities obtainable by the addition of a small amount of 
unidirectionally orientated inclus ions of NiSb to InSb . 
The experimentally obtained electrical conductivities of 
I nSb/ NiSb samples 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 24 . The two values 
of 0. were observed to fall progressively , even when the temperature 
~ 
was reduced below lOOoK. This reduction in electrical conductivity 
occurs as a result of the removal of intrinsic carriers . The 
electrical conductivity of semiconductors generally , however , reaches 
a minimum v lue and then starts to increase when the temperature is 
lowered into the extrinsic ran e . The increase in electrical 
conductivity arises from the increase in carrier mobility that occurs 
when ionised impurity s cattering replaces lattice scatterin as the 
dominant scattering mechanism. An electrical conductivity of simil ar 
temperature depondence to that observed with InSb/NiSb samples land 
61 
2 (i .c. , ~) below lOOoK , has , however , been reported by Putley from 
'-lork carried out on a sample of InSb containing 2 x 10 ' 5 acceptors 
- 3 cm . 
The el ectrical conductivity of sample 3, namely cr.. , 
coincided '-lith 0;, at very hi gh temperatures but diverged to a much 
higher value as the tempora ture l"as lO~lered . This can be explained 
usin equation (7 . 5) by calculating the r a tio M using electrical data 
for NiSb published by Wagini f or the r ange lOOoK to 500oK, 
extrapolating up to 5280K and assuming (7 . 4) to be true . From the 
values of M,~ and cr.. , the most appropriate value of ¢, may be 
deduced for the ran c above room temperature . A set of theoretical 
values for ~, may then be calculated as in Table 7. 2. 
1 0 
4 Fig. 24 
.1 .1 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY (cJ) V TEMPERATURE (T ) 




Sample Orienta t ion 
1 A • 
2 8 D 
.1 -I 3 C 0 




'Ol~~--~~~~--~~--~--~~---L __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ 
o 2 4 10 1 2 14 
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TABLE 7. 2. 
Effectivo Volume ratio.¢' = 6.1 x 10-~ 
Temperature 294 331 367 409 450 528 
TOj{ 
Exper ental 212 381 605 920 1204 1906 
0;.;::0: 
M 434 219 121 76 . 0 51 .0 28. 6 
Theoretical 256 432 650 970 1240 1940 
cr., ;:: I + M ¢. 
Experimental 256 447 690 .950 1270 2000 
0:. 
Below room temperature , however, equation (7. 5) becomes 
invalid as impurity conduction becomes increasingly important and Oi 
can no Ion er be assumed to be the same for samples in the two 
oriontations . The r eason for this is that impurity atoms tend to 
accumulate in l attice faults . The concentra tions of impurity atoms 
collcctin at dislocations where the lnSb and NiSb lattices are 
misma tched aro , therefore , probably quite different for inclusions 
l yi respectively perpendicular and parallel to the growth direction . 
Above room temporature , however , such differences are submerged by the 
intrins ic nature of the conduction, so that (7. 4) remains true . 
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7. 1. 2. H 11 Coefficient; 
At low temperatures the Hall Coefficients of all three 
samples of I 
A IS c 
InSb NiSb , RH, RH and RH, t ake values which differ 
radic lly with orientation, as shown i n Fig. 25 . The Hall 
coefficient measur ed with sample 1 i n orientation A was observed to 
chan e sign at a lower temperature than either sample 2 in 
orientation B, or sample 3 i n orientation C, suggesting that it was 
the purest sample . This figure also shows that the inclusion rods 
in sampl es 2 and 3 cause substanti al shorting of the Hall voltage . 
As the temperature increased, however, and ~ approaches ~, less 
shortin was present and the values of RA R& and R: tended to 
~' H " 
co verge . 
Bearing those conclusions in mind , it i s clear that the 
results obtained from sample 1 in orientation A are most 
characteristic of the InSb matrix . Since the aspect ratio of this 
sampl e i s approximatel y ei ght , then in the intrinsic range , the sample 
approximatos to the extended case . Therefore , G(Rlw,e~) = 1 and 
A RH = RH, the Hall coefficient of the I nSb matrix . 
A 
Henceforth , R H 
and RH are regarded as synonymous , the low field value being taken 
for purposes of c lculation , as this r epresents the case of minimal 
current distortion in sample 1 (See 2. 2. 8 ) . Following this procedure 
makes little difference , however , as the Hall coefficient varies little 
td th magnetic fie l d as shown by Fi gs . 28(a) to 3l(a ). 
Usin equation (2. 26 ) and the extrinsic Hall coefficient at 
IS -3 
770K the acceptor concentration N
A
- 10 em was deduced . Substitution 
of the low fie ld H 11 coefficient into equation (2 . 32) allows the 
el ectron conccntr tion , n , t o be deduced a t any temperature in the 
intrinsic ran e . Since c = nip = n/( n + NA), the concentra tion r a tio 
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intrins ic carrier conc ntration with temperature can be found . 
For 
with ener 
semiconductor with s pherical constant energy surfaces , 
p E3 at OOK , an el ectron effective mass me and hol e 
effective m 99 mp ' tho intrinsic carrier concentration , negl ecting 
de cneracy , i ivan by 
2. 211 K )3/2 (me )l/l. U p (_ E~ \ 
- ~ mp 2KT ) 
Assumin th t this formula applies to InSb/ NiSb sampl e 1 
a logarithcic plot of ni/T 3 /~ ~ liT was made and as shown in Fig. 26 , 
va 
n. = 4. 8 x 10
14 
T 3/ 2 exp _ 0 . 26 ) 
, 2~ 
-3 carriers cm . 
o The value of the energy gap at 0 K of 0 . 26 eV compares well 
with tho values of 0. 25 aV . and 0. 26 eV . measured by Steigmeier and 
Hrostowski , r oopectively. 
In thc e trinsic r ange the product of R ~ and 0:, that is the 
hole mobility , obtain d with sampl e 1 (- 10$ cm~ V ~ ' sec-:' ) was l ess 
than would bo xpected for lnSb . This is thought to be the resul t of 
additional sc ttcrina arisin from dislocations , and ionised atoms of 
Ni , In and Sb occuring mainly in unpaired bonds , around the 
inclus ions . 
Between the extrinsic and intrinsic ranges the val ues of the 
experimental p r ametors depend on the mobilities and carrier 
concontr tions of intrinsic and extrinsic carriers , which are al l 
unknown quantities . As no interpretation has been made f or this range , 
some of tho ro u1ts obtained are not given gr aphically but are 
included in Appendix 2. The results obtained at 77°K are given , 
with a brief discussion , in Appendix 3. 
Abovo room temperature , where the electrical parameters 
depend on tho intrinsic cRrriers , the electron mobility may be found 
Fig.26 
INTRINSIC CARRIER CONCENTRATION (nIT-~2) V TEMPERATURE"' ({') 








~ JOk"~ em. 
FOR InSb/NiSb 
Sample 1 Ori enla l ion A 
3 0·26 
'4 ~ --
n. = 4·80 x 10 T eo ZkT 
I 
10 ~~~--~~---~~-------~------_____ L-________ ~ 
2 3 3·5 
Fig. 27 
I x I I . RH (J V T~ 
FOR InSb/Ni Sb 
• 
I XI c5 2·1~' R em. V 5 H 
... . 
Sample Ori enta t ion 
1 A «(J = ~) • 
2 B «(J = ~) 0 
3 C(6=(J) 0 
1\ 
1~L-----------------~--------~------~----~--~----~~~~~! 
1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
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fro equ tion (2.33) . From the previous discussion of Hall 
coefficient and ol ectric 1 conductivity it fo l lows that thi s 
equation mny only ho pplied to sample 1 in orientation A, so that 
R~ 0:. - jJe , ho ol ectron mobility of InSb/ NiSb , and that }Ae 
is , in hoory , ch r~cteristic of the InSb matrix . The l ogarithmic 
A 
plot of f. (L o . RHO: ) v l/T does not POSSL.SS a constant slope 
between 2900 K nd 700 K as shown by Fi . 27 . By approximating thi s 
-H,8 
curve to strn.i ht lino, however , n }Je ocT la~., \'las deduced over 
this ran-e of tomper t ro o This ngre8s with the 
-(' ·'7"'I · ~) 
T dependence 
-I-cb 
obnerv~d by Chn m r an that of T 
&3 
observed by Madelung and 
'{oiss fo:.' InSb . Tho r )sults 
-1"7 
re also in a r eement "ri th the T 
de on unce pr icted theo otically by Ehrenreich, on the bas i s of 
corr. inud pol r l octron-hole scattoring. This suggests that the 
electron mobility of I nSb/ NiSb i , in fact , characteristic of t he 
InSb mat ix . 
• i . 27 I s o shows th t th values of I R: I cr ~) converGe at 
hi.,h tomp Thi i n consoquence of Oi approachi ng ~ as the 
tompur turo increases . 
In ord r to rriv at a qu litative understanding of t he 
Hall coefficients 0 sorv d l-lith samplo 2 in orientation B (e . g. see 
7.1) in which psoudo- )oomotrical effocts oc~ur , the composite model 
describod in oc ion 2.2. 2. was adopted . 
Since tho Hall an~10 is invariant to changes in sampl e 
goocetry , tho s me Hall nn 10 is present in the InSb layers of the 
compooito rnodul in 11 extendod sample . Therefore , the Hall angl e , 
e may bo doduced from (2. 38) by assumin that the mobi l i ty r at io 
no 
takoo tho onor lly nco ptod value ef 90 at room temperature and us i ng 




valuo of RH/RH oht lnod from amplos 1 and 2 are substituted i nto 
90 
niq v~luu G( Iw)GM ) is defined at a specific Hall angle. 
Fron Fi .6( ) it ~y e s 'on that this value of G(!/w,eM ) 
corres ondi • to tho Hnl1 ~n 1e, eM' is satisfi ed by a s ingle value 
, I /I' I 
of Iw i.u . This vnlue of J.. W then constitutes the aspect 
ratio of tho InSb 1 yors in tho composite model shmm in Fig. 23(b) 
nd i . 7. 
If '/,., ' "" re inud constant \-lith decreas ing magnetic field the 
Hall cocfficiunt R6 ~ould vary in such a way that R!/RH followed a 
sin 10 curv~ of Fi . 6(b ) . The results contained in Figs . 32(a) to 
35( '1) hm ver , show hElt R: and therofore n:/R", remains fairly 
const nt for th r~n 0 2kG BL akG . , but i s lower for Bz (. ~k&. 
Th rel arc , :'\s 1~tic field is r educed l ess of the Hall voltage 
is shortod au th n is prodictod by Fig. 6(b) . This is thought to be 
tho ros It of sarno inclusion misoriontntion which \"ou1d tend to 
r~duco h v ri tion of R: with rna otic field . However , since the 
linll tond to saturnte ns Bz increases , a singl e value of 
mny bo npprox1m to to he sanp1e for the l arger of the above r anges 
of Hx' nt n i~ d tOMpor ture . 
By 0 urnin: th t tho same mobility r a tio prevails for the 
ran ~ 3000K to 700oK, cnlcul tin tho Hnll angles and evaluating 
/I ' / ' cxpori~ont lly, other values of ~ W may also be associated 
with the composi 0 mo 01 nt higher tenper atur es . These show that as 
tho tern rn uro 1s incre sod , tan B", and therefore eM decrease and 
" , .. I A..... incre ses as a; appronchos 0;; • If iJ.J /(J'[ remained constant with 
i cre sin sMpl empor ture the composite mode l \-lould r etain the 
G 
c 
I I 1"1 
{w)t7 .... 
J. I ' r tio Iw ~nd thoexr urimentally deduced value of 
waul fo 10'1 sin l e curve of Fig. 6(b ) . Since , 
ho evor , ~ /J7 r with incro8sing temperature , l ess shorting of 
n'l I • tho Hnll volt~ oor.uro so that ~/W must ~ncrease and consequently 
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R 6 ~nd R, r.t tit convor a at hie,h tet1per tures . 
S~plo 3, in orient tion C, contains inclusions .. thieh lie 
parallcl a tho ir ction of current flow and , thorefore , 
perpendicular to tho H~ll voltage . Sample 1, in orientation A, 
cont~in inclusion' whic also lie perpendicular to the Hall 
volt ce . Therofor , t first lance it night be expected that no 
nore trnnsvorao voltn ~o shortin, would occur in saople 3 than in 
s plo 1, 'nd t t tho a mo undisturbed Hall coefficient would be 
obs rv~d . Tho room tOlTlporatur o measurements in section 7. 1., 
ho ovar , ahq hnt R~ is atrikin ly low compared Hith R\t (= R~). 
In ardor t oxplain thiG disparity , a closer examination of the r eal 
8i nificnnco of tho ramo tor donoted as R~ is required . 
Tho modal roprosontin sample 3 in orientation C is shown 
in F1 .23(') , In thio odol the cross-sectional areas of InSb and 
iSb ( hown ahnded) oro A and r spcctively. The parallel 
rusi t nco of InSb and NiSb , re R, nd R1 respectivi ty, \-1ho r e 
R, = Land R2 = L 
cr A ()a 
~ M 
~nd L i~ ho Ion th of somplo 3. 
If C ll'r nt 1, £10"1s in RI ond current i1 flews in Rz, 
the otnl D:11!1plo currant 1 i given by 
n 
Sinco 
i = i . + ':" 2 
i l n , ,,: i 1.R,2 ' 
rom (7. 5), ( 7 • 7) and (7. 8), 
i,- i 
(1 + ~1 rOJ 
Roc lin thnt tho oxp ossi 'na deduced for the Hal l 
coo££1c1 nt in Chaptor 2 w ro b sed on the assumption that the 
rf ctly homoeo OOUS and that nI l the sample current , i , 
contribu 
, 
to th Hnll volta 0 , then clearly RH does not represent 
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the truo vnlue of thu Hnll co fficient of sample 3. The transverse 
volt GO in s~ple 3 i' built up in the lnSb component only. This 
co pon nt c rria curront i l which i s rel t ed to i by equation (7 .9) . 
Consequ ntly, th ox ri~on lly observed Hall coefficient, R~ , is 
underonti ntod by f ctor (1 + M¢,) . The correct value of the Hall 
coefficient , R C~ i3 Fiven by 
R ~t = R ~ (1 + ¢I ) 
from (7.5). (7 . 10) 
Theroforo , provided hn t the el octrical conductivities cr., and 0: 
ore known , tho corr ct v luo of the Hall coefficient may be 
colculntod for '111 tomperaturos from (7 . 10) . 
Procoodin to correct tho room temperature value of 
C I 1 c.t -I 3 Rw = 223 coul.- em. , a value of R .. = 270 eouloob em. is obtained . 
A -I '3 
Comp.'lrison of tho 1 ttor valuo "lith RH = RH = 327 tout . em., 
obtfli nod with amplo 1, hows thnt a substantial part of the Hall 
volt is shortod out 1n anoplo 3. This inf rs that some of the 
1ncluoio 0 in nncpl 3 oasaoa a SD 11 degree of misorientation. 
o with ar.lpl 2, II eomotry" mlly be ass igned to saople 3 
fro tho v 1 (;) of th rntio R~e/RH lmd Fig. 6(b), provided the Hall 
10 io known . Tho vn.luu of this lll-ranetor may bo determined in the 
follo in l':I'lllnur . 
The c r nt 1, ~ri u frOM tho applicntion of a longitudinal 
ol oc ric £i 1 E , whor 
E c: 
Th pply1n tho S me electric field E , to II pure 
s pl of lnSb , hav1n ho Gam v luos of L and (A + a) as sample 3, 
ill no b con If tho pure sample of r es istance Rp and 
conduc ivi 0: c rr1 ro Q curront ~, then 
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R,- L 
(A + ) 
(7 .12) 
nn i,- j (A + ) 
horo j - 0: E)( 
Fr o (7 . 3 an (7 . 1 ) , 
E .. = -p-....;i::.L.p....-
( ~ + !l )O-: 
~ 
Equ tion (/ . 15) nd (7 . 11) yi o1d 
(7.16) 
Fo ' t ransver se el ectric field is 
~ivo :J 
E = R . B 
!J ~ J z 
E~ = .Ruic Bf 
(lL + n 
I 
Tho r n:.Jv\;r 0 1 trio f I d E ~ rising f ro. the current density 
j~ ito InS co pon t of nplc; , i s i ven by 
I 
~ = RHj IC B% 
- ~i, B~ . (7 .18) 
A 
S boti tu i fro', (7 . ) , 








Con r1 on of (7 . 20) nd (7. 17) shows thut 




E~ E,!I whon a «A, as in saoplu 3. 
h B 11 n,l o , em = t an (Ej/Ex), present in an 
of pInS , i s con'orvcd in the InSb cooponent of 
3 in oriont tion C. This ~euns thnt the Hall angl e 
ct 
lny l ao bo usod with RH/RH and Fig. 6(b ) 
" i ,/wi associ t ed with the shorting 
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produce in am 10 3. 
Fira . 36(} ° 39(s ) show the experimentally observed Hall 
c 
coefficiont t ~ I btnin d at vnrious t emperatures with sampl e 3. 
I n co ,on with s p1 2 th valul.:ls bolmi 2kG are rel a tively low 
COt p"'r d ith thoco in tho r n,o 2kG (Bz.<8kG. Further , as in the 
C~90 of ~pi~ 2, h v iua of jl/W' al so increases wi th temperature , 
so th t R~l' n thor forc R~ converges with R ~ and RH(=R~) a t high 
tea;pcr tur o. 
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7. l . 3 . Tr naversa "M gnetorosistance" 
Tho torm "Ie. etores i stance" in the above section heading is 
applied loose ly to de cribe the relative increases in the resistivity 
of InSb/ iSb 3 cimons th t are subjected to a transverse magnetic 
field . 
The room t ~peratur~ values of the r el a tive resistances 
d rc ' brou .ht about by a 7. :; kG . magnetic field , shown in 
section 7.1. , diff r r L tly with orienta tion as different 
'geo otri es" r oront od by the inclusions . The way in which each 
v luo ari S \-till nOI bo discussed . 
As prov'ously oxpl ined , th behaviour of the Hall 
coeffic! nt nd l octric 1 conductivity of InSb/NiSb sample 1 in 
or! n t tion A pproxil'~ tUB closely to the behaviour of the lnSb 
tr!x. Sru:tpl s of pure InSb of spact ratio i./w)5 , however , show 
no ppr.cinblo uo~otric 1 effects , so that the relative resistance 
of pure InSb , from (2 .46) is given by 
r = r as m r=:l , 
For I b/ NiSb sample 1 the sample dimensions ensure that the 
cri torion t/w)/ 5 is s o oboyed, s o that it would be expected that 
mixed aon ctton lono would be responsible for the increase in 
resia nnco , n hat from (2. 41) , 
r = r = 1 +}4; B; 
bc 
Inoertin tho room tomp r a ture parameters into (7 .21) gives 
r = 1. 30 , ao~ nrod wi th th 
I'll 
xperimental value of r
A 
= 1. 44 
obt ino n u ic ii Id of 7 . 3 kG . 
Tho di ncy bo woen those two values can arise either 
frol:} c on prosent nt the inclusion boundaries as 
dosc in 2. 2 • • r 0 throu h v ry small r eduction in Hall 
volt to oli ht 1nolus'on misori entation. Whatever the source 
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of . 0 di cr pancy is , n Qss~ntinlly "geometrical" increase in 
rcsistonco 10 pr son in s mpl 1 in oriontation A. The 
di3cre ney /lUly b rvsolved by providin a suitable "geometrical" 
con trib tion , r 
o.y be c 
01'/ " rOl!l Ihieh tho correspondin "geometry" ~ CAl 
en , ovor tho oxp r~ento.l range of magne tic fields , the 
necess ry v luo of rq ro plotted agains t the corresponding 
v lue 0 tan 9 
It\ 
linoo.r dependence emer ged of rg increasing with 
tan 81"\ 'xtrll.pol in rg to II l ar e Hall angle ( eM = tan'" 7) as in 
Fi . 2S(b) tho nllo ad J..''l1AJ '1 to be determined from (2 . 41) Le. 
- 4 ln 2 ] . 
, 
Tho relativo rosistance of InSb/NiSb sample 1 in 
o iontntion A wos then ivan theor ctically by 
r = r r 
A m 9 
Tho thoo oticnl nd x \ rirn~ntal v~luos of rA v Bz 
h vc boo plo 0 for room t mpe nture in Fig. 28(c) . The values 
of rS n,.;ccSOrLry ·1 Vu '\ ro mo It with the exp; rinentally observed 
v luo 
us in thi 
h1 t tho theoreticl.ll sample geome try i.'I/W'/ 
'lpp oxim t ly 24 . Since , however , I "/w") 5 then 
from Fi . 6 ( ) , th H'1 1 coof1'1ci n ts measur ed "1i th sample 1 in 
ori nt tion A .rq no o~or d by tho p osance of inclusions . 
, follo ing th procos descri bed above , other values of 
'II 1/ 
rj d IW woo igned sanple 1 t hieher temperatures , as shown 
in Pi ~ . 29 ) to 3 (b) . Tho xperimental v3lues and the theoretical 
cu f r r "\ 0 thon iv n in Figs . 29(c) to 31(c) . The results 
a sin tem r ture the eome trical contribution, 
r9 he v'lu of the par nme t or 2."/w" shm'1s a 
con oqu nt ino 0'\ Tho comp rntively low value of J.fI/(J.)fl obtained 
Fig.28 
PROPERTIES OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE 1 IN ORIENTATION AI AT 294°k 
(a) Hall Coefficient (R~) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
A .1 3 
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PROPERTIES OF In 5b/Ni 5b SAMPLE 1 IN ORIENTATION A, AT 367
0 
k 
(a) Hall Co ffiei n (R:) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
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PROPERT IES OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE 1 IN ORIENTATION A AT 528°k , 
(a) Halt Coefficient (R~) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
A -I 3 
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Fig.31 
PROPERTIES OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE " ORIENTATION A, AT 69Sok. 
(a) Hall Coefficient (R~) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
A -I 3 
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at the hi hest temperature (698oK) hOvTever, appears to break this 
trend . Thi behaviour is cons i stent with an underes timation of r
M 
and ton e , probnbly arisi from a reduced mobility ratio a t 700oK. 
M 
In orient tion B, th i nclusion rods of sampl e 2 lie with 
their long axes pcrpen icular to the sample current and the 
m netic field . The resultin shorting of the Hall voltage reduces 
S 
the Hall coefficient , RH , to the me:lsured value , RH • It was shown 
in 7 . 1 . 2. t t tho composite model in Fig. 7 and Fig. 23(b) applies 
to this caso , and that from the r a tio R!/RH and the Hall angle, 
unique III ' Or:lotry .{ Iu) , could be ass i gned to each of the InSb 
olements present . It , ... s also shown that since the Hall angle is 
conserved in 11 three sampl es , for given temperature and magnetic 
field, the value of e obtained from sample 1 in orienta tion A could 
n. 
be used to identify the ppropriate value of £I/I.A)/ . Knowing .1'lw~ 
rg may then bu found from Fie . 5. at a given t emperature . Further, 
as thu c ixGd conduction component, I" , is also known from sampl e 1, 
m 
then the total relativ~ res i stance of sample 2 in orienta tion B may 
be calculatvd from (2 . 45 ) i.~. 
I" = I" I" 
6 M 9 
tol10win th abovo procedure the value of the re l ative 
r esistance , rs ' may be duduccd over a r nnBo of magnetic fields and 
sacple tecp ratures . Tho th oro tical curves of re. obtained using 
this mothod , in such MSGa nrc shown together with the e XIE rimenta1 
va luus in Fi 32 (b) to 35 (b) . The various sanple temperatures and 
n '/ ' particular V'llU9S of ~ (.U obtained are also identified. 
For tho so~o run ons that overn the beh~viour of sample 1, 
the r~l t1vo r sista.nce is observed to fall with increasing 
tenperntur >. The vory lar e changes in sample resistance produced 
by snMpl S oont inin inclusions oriontated as in sampl e 2 , do , 
Fi g.32 
PROPERTIES OF In Sb/NiSb SAMPLE 2 IN ORIENTATION B, AT 294°k. 
(a) Hall Coefficient (R:) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
B .1 3 
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PROPERTIES Of InSb / NISb SAMPLE 2 IN ORIENTATION B, AT 377 k. 
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PROPERTIE S OF In Sb/NiSb SAMPLE 2 IN ORIENTATION B, AT 696
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hO''f'ever , SUgg0St thll.t I nSb/ NiSb has possible practica l application 
as a switchin device or for constructing vari able r esi s t ances 
without movin parts . 
San pIe 3 in orientation C contai ns inclusions which lie 
a l ong the direction of current f low, s o tha t an i mproved el ectrical 
conductivity , ~I , resul ts . Accord i ng t o the model r epresenting 
this saople , shown in Fi 23 ( ), ~ i s given by 
cr;-, = (). + 0;, ¢, 
The incruase in r esi s t ance produced by the magne tic field 
i n this sample is attributabl e to t he lnSb components alone . 
Th refore the ratio of the el ectrica l conductivity in zero magnetic 
f i eld to that produced by a gi ven magn~t ic field does not r eflect 
the relative resistance of the InSb pr~sent . 
Rowritin the abov~ express ion for the e l ectrical 
conducti vities in th absence of an applicld magnetic field, 
~ = 0;, - 0:; ¢. 
In the presence of magnetic f i eld Bz , this becomes 
Further , ~s th i ncre se i n r es i s t ance in NiSb i s 
negli iblo cOMpared with that due t o l nSb, 
Thereforo , (7 . 23 ) bocom s 
Usin , t 0 above uqun t i on, 
r = 
= 
(J" tB:.) • QU cr:N rj, 
0:-, (), <r. • • 
r = wher e ~ = ~ 
.L <Et, M¢, 0:, (Bz) '( 0-: 
~ 








Fron equation (7.4), Oi= ~ then 
r c :: 
I - ~\I - {:: ) <J., 
This oxpression (.> ives th8 value of 
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(7 . 25) 
the experimen t al 
parameter rc ' If n perf ctly orientated inclusion systen were present 
in snop1a 3 , the corroct d Hall coefficient, R ~t , . would be equal to R~ . 
c.t 
How~ver , R~) R~ , as shown in 7. 1. 2. so that the orientation of the 
i nclusion syston was not perfect and "geometrical" influence is 
present in sMp1e 3 and r = rmrS in (7. 25) . 
Proceeding as before , the appropria t e value of can be 
found fror.! thE) r'ltio R~t /RH and the Hall angl e , which has already 
been shown to have th same value as in sample 1. Knowing the 
"geoMetry" and th H 11 a 1, rg may be f ound from Fig. 5 and r 
may be cn1cu1at d from (7. 25 ) . Tho values of rc and 1'lw' deduced 
in this way for various m gnetic f i elds and temperatur~s ar e shown in 
Figs . 36(c) to 39(c), whil e a plot of rg v tan9rr. is given in 
Figs . 36(b) to 39(b ) . 
Tho figur s show a deteriorntion in tho agr eement obta ined 
betwGon the experioenta1 and theoretical values of rc as the. 
temper tur rise . This is a result of the excessive demands made on 
the accur~cy of tho experimental parameters associated with the 
application of (7 . 25 ), at high temperatures . In common with samples 
1 and 2 , how .v r , the "geometrical" effects in sample B .<ire reduced 
Fig.36 
PROPERTIE S OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE 3 IN ORIENTATION C,AT 292°k . 
(a) Hall Coeff icien t (R~) V Magnetic 
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PROPERTIES OF InSb/NiS~ SAMPLE 3 IN ORIENTATION C.AT 370o k' 
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PROPERTIES OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE 3 IN ORIENTATION C ,AT 529°k . 
(a) Hall Coefficient (R:) V Magnetic Field (B z ) 
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PROPERTIES OF InSb/NiSb SAMPLE 3 IN ORIENTATION C,AT 683°k 
(a) Halt Coefficient (R~) V Magnetic Fi eld (B ) z 
c .1 3 
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l ' I as the teoper~ture rises so that /w increases through a: 
approachi 0;.,. 
The conclusion that sone inclusion oi sorientation exists in 
sample 3 is strongly supported by the room temperature r esults of 
Weiss nd Wilhelm . Their specimen of InSb/NiSb shows a very much 
smaller difference in the relntive resistances obtained in from 
samples in orientntions A and C toge ther ,·Ii th a great er r esistance 
enhancenent in orientation B. 
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7. 2. TherMoolectric Power . 
For tho caso of inclusion rods par allel to the applied 
teoperature gradient , ~T , the same model i s used as for the case of 
eloctric 1 conductivity. The observed thermoel ec tric power of the 
InSb/ NiSb sa pIe , 0(11 is linked to the absolute thermoelectric powers 
of the constituents InSb and NiSb, ~\ and o(N r espectively by the 
r e l a tionship 
0(" = 
(7 . 26) 
where fJ ... and p.., re tho r es istivities of InSb and NiSb r espectively 
and ¢2 i s tho ratio of tho volune of NiSb to tho volume of NiSb . 
Clearly , if a different saopl of InSb/ NiSb is us ed to measur e the 
thoroocl ectric pow r than is used to measure the el ectrical 
conductivity then ¢l. ¢.' 
From (7. 26 ), 
0<" = 
~easuronents of the thermoelectric power of NiSb by Wagini 
show that lo<J«I~1 at 0.11 temperatures , so that 
0(" = 
~~ . 
'-"-1. (7 . 28) 
For tho case of inclusion rods perpendicular to the 
t emper a ture r adiont , the r esultant ther ooelectric power may be 
obta ined fron the [,lOdel in 23 (b) . 
\'Iagini has shown that a t room temperature the thermoelectric 
power of lUSb ,O<,., i s soa11 and positive and , therefore , if the total 
temperatur~ drop over all the I nSb l ayers i s 6T~ and the tota l 
temperature rop ov r tho Ni Sb l ayers i s AT , then 
'" 
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0( AT 0( . D. T · 
J,. - 1. 'I. 
Fro~ the flow of h8at perpendicular to the InSb and NiSb 
layers, for¢';z.~ 0. 02 , from 7 . 3,AT~/AT ~ KLIK;.~ l. It also 
follorm thatAT
H
/6T (k.1./K.)¢~ is neglible sinCe fro Y18 ,~ini ' s 
r esultn I~ > Kl.' 
Since the absolute thermoelectric power of NiSb is small and 
positive then the application of a thermal gradient perpendicular to 
the inclusion rod axes causes circulating currents to develop around 
the inclusions . By appl ying a model that takes these currents into 
account , Liebmann and Millar obtai ned an expression which also 
r educed to (7. 30) for smnll ¢l' 
Combining (7. 28 ) and (7 . 30), it is possible to relnte the 
thermoelectric powers measured in both orientations in the form 
0<.. _ o(.J. 
\ + M ¢2 
or ~ ~~II (I + M.¢~) 
Equation (7. 30) suggests that the thermoelectric power of a 
specimen of InSb/ NiSb , with inclusions pointing perpendicular to the 
applied tempera ture gradient , approxima te to that of the InSb ma trix 
alone . This is so even if the volume r a tio of NiSb to InSb is 
different from ¢2 ' as in the case of electrical conductivity. 
The experinental measurements of 0( and 0( against 
\I • 
t emperature are shown together with those of Antell , Chasmar et al 
in Fig. 40 . Direct comparison shows that the thermoelectric power of 
InSb/ NiSb is in f act slightly lower than that of InSb . However, 
(7. 30) remains a reasonable approximation and the o<~ v T curve has 
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at various tenperatures . By making the same general assumptions as 
'4-
Chasoar and Stratton the values of effective mass , m~ obtained from 
InSb/NiSb nay be compared with those obtained from InSb . Therefore , 
for purposes of comparison it has been assuned that InSb/NiSb has 
parabolic energy bands and carriers which undergo thermal acoustic 
scatterin . Using the expressions derived in 2. 2 the values 
contained in Table 7. 3 were" deduced, where mo is the el octronic 
n.:lss . , , 
TABLE 7.3 . 
-
Ten~rature oK 300 400 500 600 
m"d)( 101 
010 
InSb 2.3 3 . 0 3. 4 -
mnd 10- 1- InSb/NiSb 2.2 3.0 3. 3 3.8 
010 
The close corr,spondence in Table 7.3 supports the 
contention tha t InSb/NiSb in a particular orientation approxinate1y 
reflects the behaviour of the InSb matrix as implied by (7 . 30) . 
The rela tionship (7 . 31) "l'18S examined in the following way . 
Since ~~ and M are both known quantities, insertion of the most 
suitable eff ective volume ratio, M I gives a theoretical value of 0< ?! II 
"Thich Clay be directly coopared with the expurimental value as in 
Table 7. 4 . 
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TABLE 7. 4. 
Effectivo volume r a tio, ~ = 1. 83 x 10 
Tenperature TOK 29'~ 331 367 409 450 528 
Exper inental ( V/oK) 280 258 237 217 , 194 170 
o(.J..~ of.~ 
M 434 219 121 76 . 0 51 . 0 28 . 6 
Theoretical ( V/oK) 156 184 194 190 , 178 162 
. ¢: r' 0<" := eX", ( I + M ~ 
ExperiMental ( V/oK) 156 189 185 180 175 166 
0(11 I 
The calculated o(uv T curve is shown dashed in Fig. 40 
llnd nay be seen to follow the experir:lenta1 0('1 v T curve in a 




7.3 . Thernal Conductivity . 
The samo nodols as were used to discuss the el ectrical 
conductivity of InSb/NiSb were eoploycd . When a temperature 
radicnt i s applied parallel to the axes of the inclusions, then the 
oodel in 23(a) is used to describe the flow of heat through the InSb 
and NiSb l nyors . In analogy to (7 . 2) the equation 
nay be written . K" is the therI!lal conductivity of the InSb 
srumple and Ki and KN are the thermal conductivities of the InSb and 
iSb 1 yers . Since the saI!le sanple was used to I!leasure K" and !X" 
the sane volune r a tio ~l must be retained . 
When n temperature gradient is applied perpendicular to the 
axes of the inclusions , in analogy to (7 . 3), 
K.L = 
where N = K,/K.i' 
Froe the results of Wagini N has a value of 5. 2 at 3000 K. 
Since the values of resistivity and thernal conductivity show that 
th Uiedem nn Franz lmT [L e . KI'I = ( n 2/3)(k/et a: TJ is obey d by 
iSb at 3000K and 400
0
K the value of K" has been calculated assuming 
o 
it is also obeyed a t 500 K. The valuo of K tl deduced in this "Iray 
show~d that N increased to a value of 8 . 2 . From the orders of 
rna itude involved (7 . 34) reduced to 
K,l. ';: K( (1 + ~,J - K· :- " 
From (7 . 33) and (7 . 35), 
KII - K - ,l. (1 + N¢z) 
In this cnse also (7 . 35) remnins true even if a different 
voluoe ratio is present in the sample in which the inclusions are 
orient ted perpendicular to the tempera ture gradient , so long as the 
_, _, 0 _ , 
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II 
rods II temperature 9 ra dienl. 
K ,Electrical component of K.1 e1. 
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order of r.mgni tude is the same as tha t of ,62 . This sugges ts tha t 
if measur ements ar e t aken in this orienta tion , the r esults obtained 
ar ch racteristic of the InSb matrix . Comparison with the r esults 
" of Stuckes (Fig. 41) shows tha t the value of K~ is appreciably lower 
15 3 
than the thermal conductivity of pure InSb (2 x 10 acceptors cm- ), 
over the r ange 3000K to 6000K. The difference between the two 
curves i s due to i mperfection scattering of phonons . As mentioned 
in 2.4. 1., the variation in density and elastic forces produced in the 
lattice by impurity a toQs and imperfections causes additional 
scattering of phonons . It was suggested by Peierls that the 
~ditional thermal resistance caused by such scattering was temperatur~ 
independent . This sugBestion is quantitAtively supported by an 
,c, 
expression derived by Sheard for the l a ttice thermal r es istance due 
to the presence of substitutional i mpurities . Sheard deduced that the 
l at tice thornal reSistance , WI ' of A snaIl amount of substitution~l 
i mpurities i s given by 
Wher thor o a r e ns scattering centres per unit volume , '0 3 
is the voluao occupied by each ato~ ( this aver ages out to 
-13 3 
3 . 4 x 10 cm. for the In and Sb a toms in InSb) and M is the 
aver age flass of a l at tice a tom. ~ M then represents the differ ence 
in Class behTOen the In l attice a toCl and the substituted Ni impurity 
a tom whil e ~ and k are the constants of Planck and Boltzmann , 
r espectively, and e is the Debye temperature (20S0K for InSb) . 
J) 
Substitution of the appropria te values in (7.37) gives 
-2.0 -I 0 
W1 = 2 . 11 x 10 O s cal. CQ sec . K. 
For InSb containing 1% Ni atoes , in rough agreeoent with the 
2,0 -3 
micros copy findings ns takes a value of about 3 x 10 atoms cm. 
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The l attice ther~al resistance arising froQ the substitution of 
:to 
3 x 10 a toQs of Ni ato~s for In a tons in lnSb by (7 . 38) takes a 
-\ 0 
temperature independent value of order 6 cal . cn . sec . K. 
The experi~en t al results show that (I'I 1;1) (K K ) 
takes values of 3 a t 4000K and 7 a t 500oK. Therefore, the 
expr essi on derived by Sheard gives a value of the right order of 
magnitude for the observed increase in ther mal resistance , but does 
not, however, provide a complete explanation of its temperature 
dopendence . 
The variation of the electronic component of t he thermal 
conductivity nay be d&ternined as outlined in 2. 4 . 2. The alu&9 
of t, q, An' Bn and Bp obtained at various temperatures are given 
in Tabl e 7 . 5 belo"l . 
TABLE 7. 5 
Temp-.) ra ture 3' q A(\ Bf\ Bp . 
....... 3500 K -1.1 2 3. 3 3. 7 3. 5 
r-.. 4500 K -1.5 0 2. 7 2. 9 2. 5 
,..., 5500 K -1.9 0 2.8 3.1 2. 5 
I 
The above r esults allowed the electronic component of the 
thermal conductivity to be calculated from (2.58). The results 
the calculation ar e shown as Kei in Fig. 4l , together with the 
experimental plots of K" and K~ against temperature. The lattice 
component KL~ was then determined from (2 . 56) and is shown in Fig. 42 . 
This confirms tha t the lattice e&mponent of InSb/NiSb, K , tends 
L.4 
from a T -I veri tion a t 3000 K to a T -~ variation at 580oK • . 
Therefore , as the t empera ture rises an increasing number of 4 phonon 
Fig.42 
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processes occur along with the three phonon processes present . This 
is in agreeI:lent "lith the deductions of Stuckes and Stei gnei er fro!!l 
vTOrk on InSb . 
Despite the reduction of the ther I:lal conductivity of the 
InSb !!la trix brought about by the presence of iopurity a tons , (7 . 36) 
should still re!!lain approxinately true if the impurity distribution 
is approximately isotropic . From the experil!lentally measured values 
of K..L, and the calcula ted va lue of N [Le . K«/ KJ. ' assuoing (7.35) to be 
] 
,i -3 true and putting 1"1. = 1.83 x 10 , the theoretical va lues of KII 
shown in Table 7.6 were calculated . 
TABLE 7.6. 
¢2. = 1.83 x 10-3 
0 TeMperature K 300 350 400 450 500 
-
Experil!lental 3. 36 3. 00 2. 48 2. 16 1.95 
IG. x 10- 2 
c.1 <_t o em-I 01(- 1 
N 5. 35 6.00 6. 70 7. 60 8. 20 
Theoretical 3. 40 3. 04 2.51 2. 19 1.98 
~I' x 10 -:1 
('I. u .. - I <: - I Ii \£-1 
Experimental 3. 38 3~O2 2. 56 2. 36 2. 19 
KII x 10- 2 
i rl ( - ' . (0\7' °k.- 1 
As shown in Table 7~6 ., the theoretically predicted values 
of KII ar e in good agree~ent with the experinent a l values up to 
400oK, aft er which .the experimental values diverge above the calculated 
values . This , however , could be due to an underestimate of KN at the 
higher tenperatures . 
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7. 4 . Discussion . 
Using a simple nodel the anisotropy of the electrical 
conductivity and therooelectric power has been explained in terms 
of an apparent volume r a tios of NiSb in lnSb . However , the 
apparent volume ratio necessary to explain the electrical 
conductivity results ¢, was 6 .1 x 10-4 whereas a volume ratio, 
three times larger than this was nec8ssary to explain the therno-
electric power results . 
Some light is shed on the values of (A and ¢t by examining 
the constriction of the lines of current flow brought about by the 
inclusions . v/hen the inclusions lie perpendicular to the current 
flow the electrical conductivity is characteristic of the matrix so 
that the shorting of the l'latrix caused by the inclusions is 
counteracted by the increase in resistance caused by constricting the 
current flow . When the inclusions lie parallel to the current flow 
a simil ar increase in resistance arises fron the constriction of the 
current flow but the shorting is enhanced by the greater length of 
inclusion in the direction of current flow, so that the electrical 
conductivity is increased. 
The electron oicroscopy enabl ed the structure of the 
InSb/NiSb used in the present work to be simplified into "even" l ayers 
containing r egularly placed inclusions, separated by "odd" l ayers of 
pure InSb . The inclusions in each even layer were , however , l aterall y 
displaced with respect to those in the next even l ayer . Further , 
1:.7 
adapting the theory of constrictions developed by Holm , a highly 
conducting inclusion of radius A may be assumed to constrict lines of 
current flow within a hemisphere of radius l4A to flow throueh it . 
This meant that current lines constricted to flow through an 
inclusion in an even layer, did not flow through an inclusion in the 
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next sinilar l ayer . On the basis thnt the current lines flowed 
through the matrix par a llel to tho inclusions and through fla trix-
inclusion-natrix pa ths the appnr ent volune r a tios ~ (6 . 1 x 10-4 ) 
and ~~(1 . 83 x 10-3 ) wer e then found to correspond to r eal.volume 
t · -3 -3 . r n ~os of 5. 5 x 10 and 7. 4 x 10 , r espect1vely. The i mplica tion 
that the true volume r a tio of the ther moelectric power s~ple is 
greater than that of the electrical conductivity sample by 30% is 
certainly a r easonable one , considering the variation in inclusion 
denSity apparent in the electron micrographs . Both real volume 
ratios , however , rena in of comparable order to the previously 




Stereoscan el ectron micros copy has confirmed that the 
InSb/NiSb sampl e was composed of about 1% by volwae of NiSb in a 
matrix of InSb . The NiSb was included in the form of orienta t ed 
rods of l ength 2 . 2~and diameter O. 72?, whose density varied 
throughout the sampl e . 
The "magnetoresistance", e l ectrical conductivity and Hall 
coefficient have been measured from 770 K to 7000K using the 
designed sample holder , cryostat and furnace and the chopped D. C. 
technique of Dauphinee and Uooser . 
Samples were orienta ted so that the current flowed parallel 
and perpendicular to the rods , with the magnetic field always 
perpendicular to the current . 
The most striking anisotropy observed occurred in the 
changes in resistivity brought about by the application of a magne tic 
field . According to its orientation , the sample r esistivity increased 
by factors 9. 0 , 2. 8 and 1. 4 r espectively , in a 7kQ magnetic field . 
The electrical conductivity observed when the current flowed 
parallel to the inclusions was higher than that observed when the 
curr nt flo\,led perpendicular to the inclusions by a factor of 16 at 
770K, but only by a factor of 1 . 2 at 300oK. ~llien the current 
flowed perpendicular to the inclusions the electrical conductivity 
of the sampl e was approxima t ely that of pure rnSb . Similarly, the 
Hall coefficient was most representative of the matrix when the 
inclusions were parallel to the transverse magnetic field . 
At 320oK, with the temperature gradient parallel to the 
o -I 
inclusions the thermoelectric power of l84~V K was ~rkedly lower 
o -I 
than the va lue of 261uV K obtained with the temperature gradient 
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d ' 1 t th ' l' Th d' values at 600
0K perpen 1CU ar 0 e 1nc US1ons . e correspon 1ng 
o -I 
were , hovTever , al most identical a t about l55flV K . The thermo-
el ectric power obtained with the t empernture gr adi ent perpendicular 
to the inclusions wes fairly close to that obta ined from pure InSb , 
although the t~mperature varia tion appeared to be slightly different . 
The thermal conductivity was lower when the t emperature 
gradi ent was perpendicular to the inclusions than when it was 
parallel to the inclusions . The difference which was l ess than J.% 
at 320oK, increased to 10% a t 600oK. vfuen the tempera ture gr adient 
was perpendicular to the inclusions a similar behaviour to that of 
rure InSb was observed , but the l attice thermal conductivity of 
InSb/NiSb w'"\s noticeably lower over the vThole r ange of measurement . 
The increased thermal r es i s tance was of the order of magni tude 1'1hich 
mi ght be expected if 1% of the Indium atoms are r epl aced by Nickel 
atoI!ls . 
By adopting s iI!lple l ayer models for the eutectic it has been 
poss i ble to give a qualitative a ccount of the various ani sotropies 
described , in terms of volume ratios w'hich have been shown to be of 
the appropriate order of magnitude . 
The most useful practica l features of InSb/NiSb appear to be 
the result of its structural anisotropy. At 77oK, the anisotropy in 
el ectrical conductivity would enable the ma t erial t o be used as a 
current r egulator , while a t room temperature the large magne to-
r es istance available could allow it to be used as a variable 
r es istance which do es not r equire manual adjustment . The incre~se 
in r es i stance of a sample of InSb/ NiSb in a given magnetic field is , 
however, lower than i s produced by a Corbino disc sample of pure 
InSb. On the other hand , the eutectic a llows the "magne tores istance l1 
of short broad element s to be combined with the high r es istance of 
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long , thin samples . Further, the ninefold increase in resistance 
produced by the present sample in a 7kG . ~agnetic field , may be 
enhanced by producing a more uniform microstructure , as comparison 
with the results of Wilhe l m and Weiss confirms . 
Since both the electrical conductivity and the magneto-
resistance of the mat eria l are strongly' temperature dependent, the 
anisotropies and hence the usefulness of the materi al can only be 
mainta ined under conditions of stringent temperature control . 
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APPENDIX 1 --------
EXPERIMENl'AL RESULTS Q.N INDIUM ARSENIDE 
1.1. Variation of Hall Coefficient , ~I with Temperature T. 
Magnetio Field, ~ = 7.328 kG . 
-1 0 -1 
O~l . -lc~ 
T T-1 OJ{-1 
cou~-lcm3 
T T K 
OK x103 
151.5 6.60 464 293 .6 3.41 403 
156.1 6.41 453 339 .0 2.95 357 
156.6 6.39 458 380 .5 2.63 283 
161 .8 6.18 450 418 .9 2.39 192 
183.5 5.45 446 469 .3 2.13 103 
187.0 5.35 443 533 .0 1.88 44 .9 
208 .5 4.80 439 547.0 1.83 37.0 
213 .0 4. 61 429 620 .8 1.61 23 .9 
219.7 4.55 429 634 .4 1.58 16.4 
226 .) 4.42 420 700 .2 1.43 9 .03 
250 .0 4.00 415 734 .6 1.36 7.41 
806 .7 1.24 4.82 
1.3. Variation of Eleetron Mobility, ;U e ' with Temperature T 
T 0- -111 jA e =IIM lo-
oK n -1 -1 -1 rr? em Cou1. e 
156.0 53.2 453 24,100 
179.0 52 .5 450 23,600 
208.5 51.5 439 22,600 
226.3 50.4 420 21,000 
250.5 49.9 415 20,700 
293.6 48.8 403 19,600 
339 .0 50.6 357 18,200 
380.5 60.1 283 17,000 
419.0 86.7 192 16: dOO 
469.3 153 103 15,800 
533.0 312 44.9 14,000 
547 .0 )62 37.0 13,400 
620.8 538 23.9 12,900 
634.3 683 16.4 11,200 
701 .0 1160 9.03 10,500 
731.5 1170 7.41 8,660 
809 1600 4.82 7,710 
1.3. Variation of Eleotron Mobility" fA e" with Temperature T 
T (J -~ jA e =/IH lo-
oK ..n.. -1 -1 -1 ~ em Coul. e 
156 .0 53.2 453 24,100 
179 .0 52 .5 450 23,600 
208.5 51 .5 439 22,600 
226 .3 50.4 420 21,000 
250 .5 49.9 415 20,700 
293.6 48.8 403 19,600 
339 .0 50.6 357 18,200 
380.5 60.1 283 17,000 
419.0 86.7 192 16: &>0 
469.3 153 103 15,800 
533.0 312 44.9 14,000 
547.0 362 37.0 13,400 
620.8 538 23.9 12,900 
634 .3 683 16.4 11,,200 
701 .0 1160 9.03 10,,500 
731 .5 1170 7.41 8,,660 
809 1600 4.82 7,710 
1.4. Room Temperature Magnetoresistanoe and Hall Coefficient 
Room Temperature = 293.1 oK 
Magnetic Hall Coef- Resistivity DPp/p" 
Field Bz ncient P B em f-'s 0 
kG. (-)IH :t 10-2 ,;00 x10-3 cou1. -len? 
0 392 2.049 1.000 0 
1.191 394 2.058 1.004(5) 4.5 
2.235 394 2.145 1.009(6) 9.6 
4.205 395 2.102 1.026(1) 20.6 
4.985 399 2.123 1.035(7) 36.7 
6.011 402 2.149 1.049(4) 49.4 
6.927 405 2 .178 1.063(2) 63.2 
7.328 406 2.185 1.067(6) 67.6 
7.796 2.199 1.073(0) 73.0 
APPENDIX 2 --------
2.1. Experimental Results on InSb/NiSb. Sample 1 
in Orientat ion A. 
2.1.1. Variation of Hall Coefficient# ~# Electrical 
Conducti vi ty , 0"'" and \ I\i \ 0", with Temperature T 
TOK T-1x103 
cr ll1 P~\o-
.!l - 1 -1 cm3ecul. 1 2 -1 -1 °K-1 em cm V 5 
T7 13.0 0.129 + 7,620 983 . 
i 
78 12.8 0.138 + 6,930 957 
88 11.4 0.174 
102 9.80 0.230 + 2,,810 647 
106 9.43 0.271 r 1,600 434 
122 8 .20 0.500 - 3,490 246 
124 8.07 0.524 - 6,930 3#630 
134 7.46 -29#000 
154- 6.51 2.52 
165 6.06 4.17 -12,800 53,400 
205 4.88 22.0 - 3,640 80,000 
251 3.98 93.5 866 81,000 
256 3 .77 128 628 76,000 
294 3.40 212 327 69,,300 
cont. 
TOK T-1xlcY cr ~ 1~T<r'-
°K- 1 .n -1 -1 cm m3 -1 c coul. 2y-1 -1 cm s 
331 3 .02 381 - 163 62 .. 100 
367 2 .73 605 - 90.5 54,800 
409 2.44 920 - 50.3 46 .. 200 
450 2 .22 1 .. 240 - 32 .0 39 .. 800 
528 1.69 1 .. 906 - 15.2 29 ... 000 
581 1 72 2,,280 - 10.7 24,,400 
623 1.CO 2,,590 8.06 20,,800 
698 1,43 2,,920 5.50 16,100 
2.1.2. Variation of "Magnetoresistance" r A" and Hall Coefficient 
~" with Magnetic Field" Ez" at l06°K. 
Bz DB f' A ... !E.. +Rg 
.Q -lcm-1 0; ~ -1 kG c .cou1. 
0 0.271( (J ) 
2.235 0.268 1.01 1580 
4.205 0.263 1.03 1600 
4.985 0.259 1.05 1610 
6.010 0.253 1.07 1610 
6.927 0.251 1.08 1600 
7.328 0.249 1.09 1600 
2.1.3. Variation of Hall Coeff101en'~ , ~" "Ma8l1etoresistance" :J 
r A' and Hall Angle" e~" with Magnetic Field, Bz .. at 294°K 
Bz ~ Tan e eO \g fm 'A=r r fA m m m g 
kG ~ -1 o . ooul (the ory) (expt) 
(-) 
1.191 328 0.82 39 .5 1.020 1.010 1.03 1.02 
2.235 325 1.51 56 .5 1.040 1.030 1.07 1.07 
3.272 330 2.14 65 .0 1.060 1.060 1.12 1.12 
4.985 329 3 .11 72 .2 1.090 1.140 1.21. 1.22 
6.011 329 3 .48 74 .0 1.100 1.200 1.32 1.31 
6.9'27 331 3 .78 75.2 1.110 1.270 1.41 1.39 
7.328 334 3 .91 75.5 1.110 1.300 1.1~4 1.44 
2.1.4. Var iation of Hall Coeffioient" ~ .. "Magnetoresistance", 
f' A' and Hall Angle, 0°, with MagnetiC Field" B " at 367°K m z 
Bz c:f!r1- 1 Tan e eO fg (' fA r m m m A 
kG (theory) (expt) 
---
1.191 88.0 0.65 33 .0 1.020 1.005 1.02(5) 1.02 
3.272 91.5 1.73 60.0 1.035 1.036 1.07 1.05 
4.985 92 .0 2.52 68.4 1.050 1.084 1.14 1.12 
6.011 91.6 2.94 71.2 1.060 1.122 1.19 1.20 
6.927 91.2 3 .27 73.0 1.067 1.162 1.24 1.22 
7.328 91 .0 3 .40 73 .6 1.070 1.181 1.26 1.30 
----
2.1.5. Variation of Hall Coefficient , ~, "Magnetoresistance" 
r A and Hall Angle eg with Magne 1c Pield at 5280J< 
Ez 
~ Tan e eO rg f'm rt..= r: r: fA 
~ -1 
m m B m 
kG o coul (theory) (expt) 
1.191 14 .7 0.345 19 .0 1.005 1 . 00 1.01 1.01 
3.272 15 .0 0 .940 4) .2 1.012 1.01 1.02 1.02 
4.985 15.3 1.42 54.8 1.017 1 .023 1.04 1.04 
6 . 011 15 .2 1.68 59 .3 1.020 1 .0)4 1.06 1.06 
6 .927 15 .2 1.93 62.6 1 .024 1 . 045 1.07 1.08 
7.328 15.2 2 .03 63 .8 1.025 1 .051 1.08 1.10 
2 .1.6 . 
A 
Va r iation of Hal l Coeffioi ent, Rfl, "Magnetoresistance " 
'fA ' and Ha ll Angle , o~, with Magnetic Field at 698°K 
Es ~ 1 Tan a eO rg rm rA=r r ~ m m g m 
kG c";coul - (theory) (expt) 
1 .191 5.00 0.178 10.1 1.005 1.000 1.00 1.00 
3 . 272 5.70 0 .485 25.9 1 .010 1 . 003 1.01 1.01 
4.985 5 .60 0.740 36.5 1 .014 1.007 1.02 1.02 
6 .011 5 .40 0.890 41.7 1 . 020 1.011 1.03 1.03 
6.927 5.40 1.03 46.~ 1..02b 1 .014 1.0) 1.04 
7.328 5 .40 1.09 47.5 1 .021 1.016 1.04 1.05 
2.2.1. V r iati of H 11 Coe f 101ent, ~, Eleetriesl Conductivit1 . 
(Jan \l\i \G" th T. 
TOX T -1x loJ iT .3 iW 1 )~\ () n.-1cm-1 em coul . - em2v-J.S-l 
77 13.0 0.130 +582 75.5 
106 9.43 0.251 + 295 74.0 
119 8.40 0.380 ... 180 68.4 
121 8.26 + 140 
139 7.21 1.03 
166 6.00 4.06 - 151 613 
175 5.70 7.50 - 230 1,,725 
199 5.02 19.9 - 362 7,,200 
230 4.35 50.8 
255 3 .91 98 .3 - 298 - '~ .300 
293 3.40 210 - . 
326 3.07 352 - 121 39,,400 
377 2.65 659 .. 60.0 39,400 
421 2.37 1,,070 - 35 .3 37,800 
455 . )8 1290 - 25,~ 32,800 
529 1.89 1,910 - 14.6 27,900 
547 1.83 2,200 10.8 24,000 
636 1.57 2,640 - 7.08 18,700 
683 1.47 2,880 - 5.75 16,600 
696 1.44 2,920 - 5.20 15,100 
2.2.2. Variation of "MagnetoreSistance" f"'B and Hall Coefficient, 
~, with Magnetic Field, Bz' at 106°K 
<rB fB = 
(J (+) ~ B 
OS z ,tL-l -1 n? -1 kG em c coul 
0 0.251 1 
2.235 0.248 1.01 295 
4.405 0.246 1.02 297 
4.985 0.241 1.04 301 
6.011 0.235 1.07 295 
6.927 0.231 1.08 291 
7.328 0.231 1.08 294 
2.2 .3 Variation of "Magnetoresistance" r B' and Hall Coefficient, 











At 2g40K, ~/I}.r .' 0.57, so that from the values of Qm 
, Jlw' and Fig . 6, J\ I ' = 0.4 
( - )~ Tan e eO rm rg ~=r r m m B m g 
crr?cou -1 (theory ) 
185 0.82 39 .5 1.01 1.25 1.26 
190 1.51 56.5 1.03 1.98 2.04 
189 2.14 65 .0 1.06 2 .83 3 .00 
188 3 .11 72 .2 1.11 4.28 4.75 
187 3 .48 74 .0 1.20 5 .13 6.17 
184 3 .78 75.2 1.27 5.70 7.24 
184 3 .91 75.5 1.30 5.90 7.68 
185 4.03 76 .0 1.34 6.15 8.25 
rs 









2.2.4 Variation of "Magnetores1stance" r B' and Hall Coefficient, 
~, with Magnetic Field at 377°K. 
At 3TI
o
K, ~IIH . 0.77, so that from the values of 
e and Fig . 6, J.1 w = 1. m 
B ( - )r?i Tan e eO (' (' =r r ra z m m rg B m g 
kG crr?cou -1 
m (theory) (expt) 
1.191 59.a 0.612 32.0 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.09 
2.235 60.4 1.13 48.1 1.02 1.44 1.46 1.31 
4.205 60.5 2.07 64.2 1.05 2.06 2.16 2.00 
4.985 60.6 2.42 67.5 1.06 2.32 2.46 2.35 
6.011 60.6 2.81 70.4 1.09 2.66 2.9~ 2.94 
6.927 60.0 3.12 72.3 1.14 3.00 3.42 3.41 
7.328 60.0 3.24 72.9 1.46 3.08 3.58 3.72 
/ 
2.2.5. Variation of "Magnetoresistance" rEo' and Hall Coefficient~ 







At 5290K~ ~/IH : 0.96, so that from the values of 
e and Fig. 6. ..l'l1AJ I = 3 
m 
(-)~ 


















































2.9.6 Variation of "Magnetoresistance" ('B' and Hall Coefficient 
~. with Magnetic Field, Bz ' at 6g6
0K 
At 696°K, ~!Pa .' 0.95 so that from the values of am 
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2.3 Results on InSb/NiSb Sample 3 in Orientatinn C - - - - - - - - -- --_.- -
2.3 .1 
C Vari tion of Hall Coefficient , RfJ, Electl'ical 
Conductivity, eJ , and r{i with Temperature 
I\1 T T-1xl<Y cr liji, C) n-1 -1 ~ -1 
oK 0\<.-1 cm c cou1 2y 1 ··1 em s 
77 13 .0 2.12 + 1230 2610 
105 9 .52 2 .23 + 583 1300 
124 8.08 2 . 47 + 292 7210 
133 7.51 2 .51 + 146 366 
144 6 .93 3 .65 
157 6.38 4.51 - 252 1,140 
173 5.77 9 .20 - 476 4,390 
180 5.55 12.3 - 656 8,070 
192 5.21 22 .0 - 752 16,500 
208 4.80 - 735 
216 4.63 57 .1 - 705 40,300 
265 3 .77 154 - 342 52,700 
292 3 .45 247 - 226 55, 800 
320 3 .13 381 - 148 56,400 
331 3 .02 447 - 123 55,000 
T T-1xl<Y a- ~ 1~1() -1 -1 
oK o - I .n em ~ -1 ~-1 -1 c eoul em s 
358 2.80 604 - 84.5 51.000 
370 2.71 698 - 71.4 49.000 
399 2.50 893 - 49.4 44.100 
432 2.37 1080 - 37.6 40.600 
461 2.17- 1380 - 25.6 35.300 
501 2.00 1710 - 17.8 30.400 
529 1.89 2006 - 13.8 27.600 
581 1.72 2390 - 9.96 23.800 
621 1.61 2620 - 7.86 20.600 
669 1.50 2930 - 5.89 17.300 
683 1.47 2970 - 5.20 15.500 
2.3 .2 Var1 t10n of "Magnet oresistance" (' C1 & Hall Coefficient 
~. with Magnetio Field. Bz' at l050K. 
B l\i z -1 -1 c~ cou1. -1 kG om 
0 2 .23 1 
1.191 2 .21 1.01 +580 
3 .2:(2 2.19 1.02 + 581 
4.985 2.14 1.04 +582 
6.011 2.10 1.06 + 583 
6.927 2.08 1.07 +584 
7.328 2.05 1.09 + 587 
2.3 • .3 Variation of t'Magnetores1stance
lt rc" and Hall Coefftcient 
I{, with Magnetic Field .. BZ1 at 29Z'K 
C 
From equation (7.10) RHIIH .;. 0.83 and the values of 
eO and Fig. 6 give i 1w' ".' 1.0. The values of r g 
weee then determined from Fig. 5 and of r c using (7.25) 
Bz (-)Bg 
Tan e eO rm rg f'c rc m m 
kG ~ -1 c cou1 
(theory) (expt.) 
1.191 214 0.82 39.5 1.01 1.25 1.21 1.06 
2.235 225 1.51 56.5 1.03 1.63 1.55 1.23 
3.272 226 2.14 65.0 1.05 2.10 1.64 1.49 
4.985 228 3.11 72.2 1.11 2.80 2.07 1.99 
6.011 229 3.48 74.0 1.20 3.21 2.68 2.38 
6.927 226 3 . 78 75.2 1.27 3.36 2.90 2.71 
7.328 224 3.91 75.5 1.30 3.47 2.99 2.83 
2.3.4 Variation of "Magnetoresistance" r e , and Hall Coefficient 
~ with Magnetic Field at 3700 K 
C 
From equation (7.10)1 Rfi /~ -:- 0.93 and the values of 
e° and Fig. 6 give l.fw I .. 2. 'lhe values of r g 
were then determined from Fig. 5 and of r using (7.25) c 
B (-)~ Tan e eO ('m r r r z m m g c c 
kG ;; ·-1 c caul (theory) (expt. ) 
1.191 61 0.637 32.5 1.005 1.05 1.05 1.05 
2.235 68 1.18 49.8 1.016 1.25 1.23 1.13 
.3.272 70 1.70 59.5· 1.035 1.37 1.35 1.27 
4.205 2.14 64.8 1.057 1.50 1.1,8 1.34 
4.985 72 2.52 68.3 1.064 1.63 1.58 1.45 
6.010 72 3.02 71.7 1.068 1.85 1.75 1.61 
6.927 72 3 .22 72.8 1.155 1.95 1.94 1.76 
7.328 74 3.35 73.4 1.176 2.00 2.00 1.83 
2.3.5 Variation of "Megnetor eSistance" rc and Hall Coeffici ent 
~ with Magnetic Field at 529°K 
From equation (7.10) ~t I'l\t. ' 0.95 and the values of 00 
and Fig. 6 give j'lw I = 3. 'll1e values of r wer e g 
then det ermined from fig. 5 and of r C using (7.25) 
:e (-)~ Tan e eO (' 1 I'c ore z m m 
kG 3 -1 
m g (theory) (expt) 
em coul 
1.191 13.6 0.345 19.1 1.000 1.02 1.01 1.01 
3.272 14.2 0.940 43.3 1.010 1.10 1.:1:0 1.03 
4.985 14.0 1.42 54.6 1.023 1.20 1.22 1.11 
6.010 13.7 1.68 59.2 1.0)4 1.26 1.28 1.19 
6.927 13.1 1.93 62 .6 1.045 1.28 1.32 1.22 
7.328 12.9 2.03 63.5 1.050 1.30 1.35 1.24 
~ a! 
2.3.6 Variation of tlMagnctoreelestance" ('0' and Hall Coeffioient 









From equation (7 .10), ~ IRa . ' 0.99 and the values of 
00 and Fig . 6 give ~ ~/::: 5. The values of I were 
g 
then det e rmined from Fig. 5 and of '0 using (7.25). 
(-)~ Tan e eO r 'g 'C rq m m m ) (theory) (e;=pt) 
~ -·1 c caul 
4.3 0.183 10.4 1.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 
5.24 0.505 26.8 1. COl 1.04 1.04 1.01 
4.99 0.768 37.5 1.00 1.06 1.06 1.05 
5.12 0.925 4~.7 1.010 1.08 1.08 1.06 
5.18 1.04 46.1 1.013 1.09 1.10 1.08 
5.40 1.12 48.3 1.014 1.11 1.12 1.09 
• APPENDIX '3 . 
TABLE 7 . 7. 
Sanple 1 2 3 
Orient~tion (:x. ) A B C 
on.-' -, cr.: . 0.129 0 . 130 2. 12 
(),.. -I 3 + RH caul . crn . 7620 582 1230 
I r,J7.3 kG. ) 1.08 
I 
1.09 I 1.10 
A 5 c: 
Despite tho differences in Ru' RH and RH shown in the t abl e 
above, the "geometric.::t l" components of the resistivity are greatly 
d t 770K . reduce a This is a result of nixed conduction beine 
replaced by extrinsic hole conduction . In the extrinsic range the 
relative resistance of a corbino disc is 
r = r r 
p <j 
where r, is the physical magnetoresistance and r~ is the 
37 
"ge ometrical" resistance . The value of the latter is given by 
"J. 




For a hole mobi1itY'jAp, of order 10 cm. V. S. and a magnetic 
field, Bz , of 7 kG ., ~ does not depart from unity by more t han 1%. 
AE this type of samplo gives the l argest possible "B"eometrical" 
increase in r es istance , then at 770K the geometrical influence is 
unimportant in InSb/NiSb so that rA ' r\!) and rc: a ll represent the 
phys ical oagnetoresistanco of the samples . The mngnitude of the 
relative observed compare with the 4% increase in resistance 
6Y 
observed by Chnnpnoss with a sample of InSb containing 2 x 10 
- ~ acceptors cm . 
The theory cnbodied in equa tions (2.16) and (2 . 17) shows 
that for a constant relaxation time and one type of carrier no 
physica l ncgnctorcsist, nco i s possible , s o tha t nn ener gy dependent 
r e l axation process is probably respons i ble for the r esults observed . 
However, acoustic l att ice scattering alone nnd ionised i mpurity 
scattering alone cannot account for the results observed , so that 
the relaxation proc~ss arises fron a combination of scattering 
DGchanisns l-lhich probnbly include ionised i I:lpuri ty sca ttering and 
disloca tion scattering. It is felt , hOt-lever , that a fuller 
investiga tion than \1O.S possible with the present apparatus is 
r equired before tho r esults obtained at 770 K can be fully 
appreciated . 
APPENDIX 4 --------
Variation of Thermal Conductivity" K, and Thermoelectric Power, 




0(11 TO -1 -1 -1 -1 eX.J. 
oK ca1.S cm )J.VoK-1 
oK ca1.S cm VOK-1 °K-l °K-1 )A 
325 3 .13 189 330 3.2C 261 
373 2.70 182 410 2.55 219 
321 3.17 179 368 2.79 237 
427 2.52 178 454 2.12 194 
314 3.21 178 501 1.96 174 
472 2.24 171 551 1.84 168 
314 3.16 176 448 2.13 193 
534 2.16 166 599 1.78 156 
321 3 .32 182 527 1.87 170 
397 2.72 183 328 3.20 263 
322 3.31 182 
389 2.66 180 
383 2.75 184 
314 3.40 181 
347 2.97 185 
358 3.00 187 
339 3 .19 188 
590 2.01 154 
